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Abstract 
Material handling has been identified as a key equipment and technology area that is a barrier to the 
success of Alberta value-added businesses.  A project completed in March 2004 identified equipment and 
suppliers that could potentially resolve some of these issues.  Unfortunately, many value-added 
companies have been reluctant to accept and implement these material handling solutions.  This project 
builds on the 2004 findings by demonstrating the potential benefit of material handling improvements.  
This was accomplished by developing simulation modules for value-added manufacturing processes and 
specific material handling solutions, and then applying these modules to a lumber remanufacturer and a 
bedroom and occasional furniture manufacturer.  Detailed equipment designs and costing for material 
handling equipment and systems were completed.  These solutions were then evaluated for their 
effectiveness and return on investment while many opportunities for improvements to material handling 
were identified.  The simulation of single production line improvements at the remanufacturer indicated 
increased efficiency and production output of all products by 6 to 31%.  At the furniture manufacturer, 
efficiency and productivity increases were simulated to increase output by up to 115%.  Plant wide 
analysis of material handling improvements at the remanufacturer was simulated to increase production 
from 7% to 42%, depending on the desired investment in resources and capital improvements.  A proof of 
concept production planning optimization module was also developed.  This module significantly 
enhances the benefit of the simulations by indicating which product options and product lines are most 
profitable.  The results indicate that for one lumber raw material, only one of the production lines was 
generating significant revenue.  The return on investment analysis shows that all of the recommended 
material handling improvements significantly increased saleable products.  At the remanufacturer, an 
investment of $40,000 on one line could increase saleable product production by $275,000, a return on 
investment of 6.9:1.  At the furniture manufacturer, an $85,000 investment was projected to increase 
saleable product output by $2 million, a return on investment of 24:1.  Simulated plant wide 
improvements at the remanufacturer also showed significant improvements, with an investment of 
$750,000 potentially increasing the output of saleable products by $11.3 million.  A technology mission 
to demonstrate advanced material handling solutions currently in use was planned, with trips to Europe 
and one to Quebec.  The companies scheduled on the tour included high-speed producers of 
remanufactured products and solid wood components, building and furniture products, laminated products 
and finger-jointed components.  Unfortunately, re-scheduling and extensive work with industry was 
insufficient to generate adequate participation to proceed with the missions. 
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1 Objectives 
The long-term goal of this research is to improve the competitiveness of the secondary wood processing 
industry in Alberta.  The specific objectives of this project are: 
 

Develop material handling simulation modules adaptable to Alberta value-added businesses such 
as remanufacturing, window, doors and furniture 

 
 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Develop specifications suitable for the conceptual design of a material handling systems 
Develop conceptual designs and cost estimates for material handling systems 
Conduct a return on investment analysis for material handling systems 
Conduct two Technology Missions and share the information with the Alberta industry 

 
 

2 Introduction 
The uniqueness and diversity of Alberta’s secondary wood products industry is both an advantage and 
challenge.  From a market and competitive advantage, the uniqueness provides many opportunities for 
development and growth.  From an equipment and engineering perspective it unfortunately presents cost 
and technical challenges.  The reason being that no one segment of the secondary industry is sufficiently 
large to encourage equipment manufacturers and engineering companies to design and supply the unique 
solutions critically needed by Alberta companies.  A key manufacturing process area identified by many 
secondary companies as requiring, but seriously lacking unique solutions is material handling. 
 
A recent report entitled “Strategic Program Area on Design and Processes – Improve the Value Chain: 
Project 1 – Material Handling Solutions for the Secondary Industry” identified many potential material 
handling solutions that could be adapted to secondary manufacturing but many barriers prevent the 
adoption of this technology.  Some of these barriers are non-technical, such as limited capital and 
inconsistent raw material supply, but many can be overcome with technology and a demonstration of the 
competitive advantage of appropriate material handling solutions.  These latter barriers include a lack of 
equipment unique to the Alberta wood resource, return on investment (ROI) information and a reluctance 
of equipment manufacturers to serve the value-added wood industry. 
 
This project will overcome many of the material handling equipment barriers using a four-pronged 
approach.  First, material handling simulation modules will be designed for Alberta companies that can be 
adapted to many of the unique and diverse secondary businesses, such as remanufacturing, doors, 
windows and furniture.  The modules will allow sensitivity and what-if analysis to be performed for each 
unique application, identifying production problems, bottlenecks and opportunities for improvement. 
These will serve as a framework that can be customized for many other manufacturing processes.   The 
simulations will also allow companies to examine the benefit of new material handling equipment and to 
develop specifications for their proper design and engineering.  In addition to the simulation modules, a 
prototype production planning optimization module will also be developed.  This latter tool will allow 
companies to optimize their production planning to maximize the profitability of material handling 
improvements through the appropriate selection of raw materials and products. 
 
Second, the specifications developed from the simulation will be used to create conceptual designs of 
material handling systems.  The expertise and experience of machinery and equipment suppliers and of 
engineering companies will be utilized to complete this phase of the project.  This collaboration creates 
several important advantages.  The designs will demonstrate to equipment manufacturers that the 
secondary wood products industry is a suitable end user of their technology.  The collaboration will also 
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produce practical designs that will demonstrate to Alberta secondary manufacturers that suitable 
technology exists for their production processes.  In addition, the designs will provide a realistic basis 
from which to conduct cost estimates and analysis. 
 
Third, using the developed conceptual designs and cost estimates, the project will analyze the anticipated 
production increase and estimate a return on investment.  Alberta companies will be able to utilize this 
information to determine the priority of material handling improvements in their plant, for capital 
planning and to acquire financing. 
 
Fourth, technology missions will be planned to allow the Alberta secondary wood processing industry to 
observe the latest technological advances in material handling equipment currently in use by state-of-the-
art manufacturers.  It is expected that this would foster efficient technology transfer to the value-added 
industry sectors.  Industry involvement in these missions is critical in order to provide the maximum 
benefit to the participants at large. 
 
The simulation, conceptual design, ROI analysis and technology missions can potentially have a 
significant impact on the Alberta secondary wood processing industry.  Previous simulations have shown 
that a conservative 15% increase in production could be achieved from straightforward and relatively low 
cost changes to one production line.  If the recommendations were successfully adopted, one of the 
companies involved could expect an increase in production output valued at $250,000 per year.  Although 
this is an already substantial improvement, the impact of new material handling equipment facilitated by 
this project is expected to be significantly higher. 
 
 

3 Background 
The secondary wood processing industry is an important and growing sector of the Alberta forest 
products industry.  According to the PricewaterhouseCoopers 2000 survey, there are over 600 secondary 
manufacturing firms in Alberta with combined annual sales of approximately $1.7 billion.  Most of these 
companies are small to medium-sized with annual sales of less than $10 million.  The secondary industry 
is estimated to have on its payroll approximately 13,210 equivalent full-time employees. 
 
The growth and continued competitiveness of the Alberta secondary wood processing industry will 
require the removal of a number of barriers.  These were identified as (1) having enough 
experienced/trained personnel, (2) finding sales/markets/customers and (3) having adequate 
money/capital.  The latter two barriers, finding sales and customers and having adequate capital, have a 
direct influence on the competitiveness of the company.  Low labour rates and inexpensive raw materials 
have allowed companies in Asia and other regions of the world to under cut Alberta companies.  As a 
result, margins for Alberta’s secondary wood processing businesses are shrinking and cash flow and 
profitability are increasingly becoming a challenge. 
 
One means to compete with lower cost foreign manufacturers is through increased efficiency and 
automation.  This would allow Alberta companies to produce the same or a better product using less 
wood, fewer personnel, at higher production rates and with fewer quality problems.  The problem is that 
Alberta value-added businesses use manufacturing processes that are labour intensive and as a result, their 
labour use, per finished good or per cubic meter of wood utilized, is high in comparison to their global 
counterparts.  One major problem area is material handling. 
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Material handling occurs when raw material, pre-finished parts or finished goods flow into or out of a 
production process, such as chopping, planing, painting or packaging.  In most manufacturing plants with 
semi-automatic machines, this is typically where inefficiencies occur. 
 
The objective of the material handling projects is to provide solutions that increase the efficiency of 
Alberta secondary wood processing businesses in the key area of material handling.  The first project 
“Material Handling Solutions for the Secondary Industry”, completed in March 2004, identified key areas 
where custom designed equipment could be used to increase productivity and lower manufacturing costs.  
This project also examined other industrial sectors, such as food processing and packaging, where 
material handling equipment is commonplace and may be transferable to secondary wood products 
manufacturing. 
 
The material handling project found manual handling, sorting, grading, stacking and stacking placement 
decisions were key functions in need of efficiency improvement.  In these areas, high-speed and high 
volume flexible manufacturing would be required.  The reason being that these processes often occur at 
collection points where the output from many production lines or machine centres come together and are 
processed at the same time.  In remanufacturing, processing speeds can approach 2.5 to 5.1 pieces per 
second and sizes range from 1 to 21 feet.  As a result, size flexibility and high-speed capability are 
essential. 
 
Material handling equipment and technology was identified from Canada, Europe and the United States 
that could be used in the Alberta secondary wood processing industry.  This technology is capable of the 
speed and flexibility required for secondary wood products.  Several equipment suppliers and 
manufacturers indicated that high-speed equipment could be immediately designed and employed to 
handle parts 3 feet and longer.  The main barrier would be adapting these systems to handle parts that are 
less than 3 feet in size.  Pre-sorting and the use of alternate machines would be required for shorter parts.   
 
No one machine centre was identified that would solve all the material handling problems of the 
secondary wood processing industry, but integrating and combining machines would address most 
problem areas.  As a result, the next step in addressing the problem area of material handling is to remove 
the barriers to the implementation of these identified material handling solutions. 
 
The main barrier to implementation appears to be the unknown cost, value and return on investment from 
the implementation of material handling solutions.  Adequate capital was a major barrier to growth 
identified by the PricewaterhouseCoopers survey.  As a result, secondary wood processing businesses are 
looking for capital investments that will guarantee a high return in a short time period.  What is required 
is proof of the cost, value and return on investment of material handling capital upgrades.  The objective 
of this project is to provide examples of the production improvements and the return on investment from 
implementing material handling solutions. 
 
 

4 Staff 
Darrell Wong, M.A.Sc. Project leader 

Scientist, Manufacturing Department 
Brian Jung, B.Sc. Mfg Analyst and Simulation Programmer, 

Manufacturing Department 
Dalibor Houdek, Ph.D.           Project Leader 

Industrial Advisor, Secondary Mfg Department 
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Anthony Barbosa, B.A.Sc. Technologist, Manufacturing Department 
Jenny Rice, M.Sc. Industrial Advisor, Secondary Mfg Department 
Gilbert Steinke, CPIM Industrial Advisor, Secondary Mfg Department 
Thomas Maness, Ph.D. Associate Professor, Forest Resource Management 

Department, University of British Columbia 
Bruce Lehmann, P.Eng., Ph.D. President, Thin Kerf Technologies 
 
 

5 Materials and Methods 
The identification of the cost, value and return on investment of material handling capital upgrades will 
require four steps.  The first step is to conduct a production analysis of two secondary wood products 
manufacturing facilities.  The objective of this step is to identify the potential areas where material 
handling solutions would have significant benefit to production efficiency and then to collect production 
data for analysis and simulation. 
 
The second step is to develop simulation modules that can be used to model all or part of the 
manufacturing plant.  The objective here is to develop a tool whereby what-if and sensitivity analyses can 
be conducted.  A secondary wood products manufacturing plant is a complex system composed of many 
dependant processes.  A change in any one area generally has effects in many other parts of the plant, 
which can enhance or limit the anticipated performance improvements.  Generally, a change in one area 
will shift the problem to another area.  A simulation model allows these interdependencies to be identified 
and for a global and more complete approach to be taken to resolving production inefficiencies.  Included 
in this second step will be the development of a proof-of-concept production planning optimization 
software tool.  This tool will be used to evaluate the cost, recovery and value of each product 
manufactured, on each production line at each machine centre.  The objective of this tool is to allow 
production-planning decisions to be made such that the profitability of the production line and/or machine 
centre is maximized. 
 
The third step in the value analysis is to identify the cost, value and potential return on investment of the 
material handling improvements.  The objective of this step is to identify the improvements that have the 
maximum return, determine the increase in production efficiency and output and finally, the increase in 
saleable products.  The fourth and final step of the value analysis is to plan and conduct technology 
missions, whereby Alberta secondary companies could observe, first hand, material handling equipment 
and technology in industrial use.  This in combination with the return on investment information is 
expected to strongly encourage companies to invest in material handling capital improvements. 
 
 
5.1 Production Analysis 
The production analysis is conducted using established industrial engineering principles.  Historical and 
organizational information is collected from the company including: 

• Plant layout drawing and dimensions 
• Production process flow and breakout and recovery information 
• Product specifications and data 
• Machine specifications 
• Production output summaries by day, month and year where appropriate 
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• Staff size, training and skill level 
• Typical production operational procedure 
• Recognized production problems, bottlenecks and causes of downtime 

 
In addition to this summary information, in-plant production studies are also conducted.  These use 
typical time and motion work sampling and analysis techniques.  The objective of a time study is to 
measure and analyze the amount of time required for a person or machine to complete a task.  The motion 
study, on the other hand, maps and analyzes the motion and steps required for a person or machine to 
complete a task.  Information was gathered using observation, work/process mapping and stopwatch time 
studies as well as video data collection, which can be analyzed in detail at a later time.  It is typical that a 
1-hour production video will require 4 to 8 hours of analysis to extract the required information. 
 
For individual processes in a production line or plant, the production analysis follows five basic steps.  
These are (1) analysis of present methods, (2) analysis of the process effectiveness on a batch or order, (3) 
identification of inefficiencies, (4) identification of improvements and (5) developing a new work and/or 
production method. 
 
A key focus of the production analysis is to identify potential problems such as downtime and problem 
areas, such as bottlenecks, underutilized resources, process inefficiencies and process flow conflicts.  In 
step (4), the improvement of the process uses the following established improvement formula: 
 

• Eliminate - unnecessary activities 
• Combine - activities where appropriate and useful 
• Re-sequence – activities to eliminate repetition and combine activities 
• Simplify – reducing the number of operations to reduce delays, transportation and storage 

requirements 
 
Typically, the first task, Eliminate, is the easiest and most commonly implemented while Simplify is the 
most difficult and requires detailed analysis. 
 
 
5.2 Production Modeling 
Production simulation and planning optimization software modules will be developed using established 
practices to determine the benefit of material handling improvements.  Although simulation and 
optimization may appear to have similar functions, they are very different. 
 
Simulation is an engineering and scientific methodology whereby the production lines and processes are 
represented by mathematical relationships and statistical probabilities that, when functioning accurately, 
mimic the process behaviour.  It is useful for analyzing production flow, buffers and the interaction 
between processes in significant detail.  When the model has been verified to represent the manufacturing 
processes, small adjustments can be made to determine which factors have the most significant effect on 
the production output and efficiency.  This is referred to as “sensitivity” analysis.  Large adjustments can 
also be made to determine the effect of capital expenditures or line configuration/operational changes.  
This is referred to as “what-if” analysis.  This analysis does not suggest that one option is better than 
another.  Re-applying the model to examine many scenarios and relying on the experience and knowledge 
of the system user, to analyze the large array of outputs, allows this determination to be made.   A major 
benefit of simulation is that complex systems can be represented in a straightforward manner and major 
changes can be modelled and studied with relatively ease and at low cost.  
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Production optimization is also an engineering and scientific tool where one parameter, such as cost or 
profit, is optimized, given constraints such as raw material recovery and machine capabilities.   Average 
values and relationships are generally assumed without an allowance for statistical variability.  In this 
case, validation of the model is performed by comparing the optimized solutions to determine that they 
are appropriate maxima or minima.  As with simulation, sensitivity analysis can be performed to examine 
the effect of parameters, such as raw material prices and manufacturing costs, on profitability.  The 
breakeven points or the value of increasing the production of one product versus another are generally 
referred to as shadow prices.  “What-if” analysis can also be performed to examine the effect of major 
production planning changes such as varying production combinations or new products.  As with 
simulation, interpreting the output of an optimization algorithm requires extensive knowledge and 
experience.  A drawback of optimization is that the process flow and effect of machine changes on the 
production line are not modelled.  These must be known in order to set-up the model.  A major benefit of 
optimization is that it allows strategic questions such as “what to produce’ to be answered, where as 
simulation helps to determine how to produce it.  The differences in information provided by simulation 
and optimization make them ideal complimentary tools.   
 
 
5.2.1 Manufacturing Simulation 

Computer simulation of secondary wood processes and the development of production modules was 
carried out using SIMUL8 Professional simulation software version 11.  This software is designed mainly 
for industrial use and not for theoretical simulation research.  One function that makes this software 
package unique is its ability to generate modules that can be used on virtually any up-to-date computer 
system.  A copy of the software is not required to operate and use the module and, as a result, most 
Alberta secondary wood processing businesses should be able to use and take advantage of the modules. 
 
For individual processes in a production line or plant, the simulation process follows seven basic steps.  
These are (1) analysis of the present methods, (2) generating simulation modules, (3) analysis of the 
production line or plant effectiveness over a day, week and year, (4) identification of inefficiencies, (5) 
identification of improvements, (6) developing models of the improvements and finally, (7) developing a 
improved work / production method.  A comparison of the production analysis and simulation steps 
shows that they are similar and as a result, complement each other.  The simulation model allows 
production inefficiencies and improvements to be tested, tried and proven, without any effect to the 
plant’s production.   
 
Step 2, the generation of simulation modules, was conducted using established engineering practices.  
Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the typical module development process.   There are three key model-
building phases that continually use this development process.  Phase one is the construction of the 
module, based on plant drawings and process flow information.  The information collected from the in-
plant production studies is entered into the model at this time.  Once complete, the model is run and it is 
determined, solely from observation, whether the model reflects the operation of the plant.  Modifications 
are made until the model operation is appropriate.  Phase two is validation of the model.  The model is run 
using selected production scenarios to output daily, weekly, monthly and annual production summaries.  
These are then compared to the historical data collected from the company.  The model is modified until 
it closely reflects the actual operation of the plant.  Phase three in the model development process is 
verification.  This is the process of changing the production scenarios to new and untried configurations 
and ensuring that the behaviour of the model is realistic and reflects that of the plant. 
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Figure 1: Simulation development process flowchart 
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5.2.2 Production Planning Optimization 

A proof of concept production optimization module was developed for this project using MS Excel 
spreadsheets.  This MS software is useful for the rapid development of an optimization model but its 
limited functionality and data capabilities restricts the model to relatively simple processes.  A copy of 
MS Excel is required to operate the module.   
 
The objective of the production planning optimization module is to find the most profitable combination 
of production decisions.  An example production optimization model was developed for a lumber 
remanufacturer using Linear Programming (LP).   LP is the most common optimization tool used in 
business, and a very common tool used in manufacturing. The LP model can choose the most profitable 
combination of production decisions from a list of possible decisions.  It also provides a wealth of 
sensitivity analysis information associated with each decision. 
 
Purpose of Production Optimization: 

• Determine the most profitable raw material and cut pattern combinations on each line 
• Schedule raw material orders and cut patterns to meet product orders 
• Determine the cost of producing each product with the various cut patterns 
• Determine the profit that can be made with each product 

 
 

6 Production Analysis 
Two secondary wood processing businesses in Alberta were selected to participate in this project.  These 
are a lumber remanufacturer and bedroom and occasional furniture manufacturer.  These businesses 
represent two very different business types of the secondary wood processing sector. The remanufacturer 
is a high-volume and high-speed manufacturer of wood products.  These are mainly studs, pallet stock 
and finger joint blocks and some specialty products.  The furniture manufacturer is a high-volume 
producer of furniture such as night tables and dressers.  Table 1 shows comparison of these two 
companies. 
 
 

 Furniture Manufacturer Lumber Remanufacturer 
Approximate # Employees 500-550 140 to 160 

Plant Size (ft2)  360,000 70,000 
Main Products Bedroom and Occasional 

Furniture 
Studs, Pallet Stock, Finger Joint 

Blocks 
Annual Sales $45 - 50 million $90 million 

Wood Raw Material Laminated PB & Solid Wood #3/Utility/Economy Solid Wood 
Production Process Batch Continuous 
Annual Production 700,000 units  180 MMfbm 

Shifts One – 8.5 hours Two – 8.0 hours 
 
Table 1: Comparison of participating value-added businesses 
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6.1 Lumber Remanufacturer 
The lumber remanufacturer was an ideal candidate for this study.  The reason being that a production 
analysis and simulation had been carried out at this business in 2003 and all of the background 
information could be applied directly to this project.  In addition, since much of the background work had 
already been completed, there was an opportunity to focus this project’s resources on examining the plant 
as a whole and determining the plant wide effect of material handling changes. This would provide 
Alberta secondary wood processing companies with a broad perspective of the potential material handling 
benefits. 
 
Figure 2 shows the manufacturing plant at the remanufacturer.  It is composed of five production lines: 
Line-A, Line-P, Line-C, Line-G and Line-H.  Lines-A, C and G produce studs, pallet stock and finger 
joint blocks. They are limited to 6-inch wide lumber because there is no capability to rip wider materials. 
Lines-C and G are very similar in configuration but have trim saws to cut lumber to preset lengths.  Line-
A, on the other hand, utilizes manual chopping and as a result, has the capability to cut lumber to any 
length, with no requirement for machine adjustment.  Line-P has ripping capability and as a result, can 
utilize material up to 12-inches in width.  With this capability, Line-P can produce pallet stock and finger 
joint blocks as well as studs, with a wider range of widths and lengths.  Other custom materials such as 
fencing blanks can be produced on these lines but these other products tend to be a small proportion of the 
overall volume.  The Line-H is a relatively independent process producing custom products such a dog-
eared fence posts.  It is small and generally perceived to be efficient and with few problems.  As a result, 
Line-H was excluded from the analysis and simulation. 
 
In-plant studies and data collection were carried out at the lumber remanufacturer on 7 occasions: 
September 12th and November 11th & 21st in 2003 and August 31st, September 1st & 27th and November 
29th in 2004.  A total of 16 man-days were required to conduct the in-plant production studies.  A 
flowchart of the production processes is shown in Figure 3 and a summary of the collected data is 
included in Appendix I.  Proprietary or confidential information has been excluded. 
 
From observations of the production lines it appears that the front-end of the lines have excess capacity 
while the tail end of the lines tend to contain the bottlenecks.  In addition, many of the resources on the 
production line appear to be well utilized while others appear to have excess capacity.  Downtime appears 
to be caused mainly by processes at the end of the line.  When a production line goes down, it is not 
uncommon for 8 to 10 workers to be idle after 1 to 2 minutes, since the line buffer or surge capacity is 
small.  The placement of the bins and forklift movement of completed bins appears to be disorganized.  
This creates inefficiencies and extra work that pull resources off the production line and slows the flow of 
finished parts. 
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Figure 2: Lumber Remanufacturer Manufa
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the general manufacturing process at the lumber remanufacturer 
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6.2 Furniture Manufacturer 
The bedroom and occasional furniture manufacturer was also an ideal candidate for this study.  The 
reason being that its products and production configuration are significantly different from that of lumber 
remanufacturer.  As a result, there is an opportunity to determine if this affects the applicability of 
material handling solutions or their value and benefit to the company. 
 
This project was the first production analysis carried out at this business.  As a result, significant 
background information collection and analysis was conducted.  For this reason, it was decided to limit 
the analysis to a single line or area within the production plant.  Assembly Line #1 was chosen because it 
had been identified as an area with potential problems and previously targeted for production 
improvements. 
 
Figure 4 shows the manufacturing plant at the furniture manufacturer and Figure 5 shows the detail of 
Assembly Line #1.  As the name implies, the function of this line is to assemble components into 
furniture and then package them in preparation for shipping.  Assembly Line #1 is limited to the night 
table product line.  Night tables are composed of approximately 10 components: top shelf, left gable, right 
gable, rail, top inset, bottom inset, baseplate, caseback, draw boxes and hardware.  These components are 
assembled into a single unit before it is secured, boxed and packaged for shipping.  The designs create 
slight differences in components and dimensions between models.     
 
In-plant studies and data collection were carried out at the furniture manufacturer on 2 occasions: 
September 27th and November 30th, 2004.  A total of 6 man-days were required to conduct the in-plant 
production studies.  The basic steps on the production line were determined to be gluing, assembly, case 
clamp, fitment check, drawer insertion, hardware insertion, quality control, drawer protector insertion, 
boxing, taping, palletization and shipping, as shown in Figure 6.  A summary of the collect data is 
included in Appendix II.  Proprietary or confidential information has been excluded. 
 
From observations made during the in-plant production studies, it appears that most resources are 
underutilized on the line.  Most line workers are operating well below optimum efficiency and downtimes 
are frequent and long in duration.  The only exception was the gluing station, which, appeared to be 
working close to maximum speed.  Most observed downtimes were caused by missing parts on batch 
orders.  It was also noted that the case clamp did not seem to perform a useful function, except possibly 
squaring night table units.  The type of glue used in the assembly of night tables was slow setting and the 
case clamp has a short cycle time.  As a result, the case clamp cycle and function is too short to allow the 
glue to set.  Any squaring of the night table by the case clamp would likely be lost once the unit is 
released.  Many manufacturing plants have eliminated the case clamp from the production line and have 
not found ill effects. 
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Figure 4: Bedroom and occasional furniture manufacturing plant 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Assembly Line #1 
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Figure 6: Flowchart of Assembly Line #1 manufacturing process 
 
 

7 Simulation 
In order to simulate the material handling and production at the lumber remanufacturer lumber and 
furniture manufacturer, simulation modules of selected processes and machine centres in each 
manufacturing plant were developed.  These processes and machine centres are shown in the flowcharts 
of Figure 3 and Figure 6, respectively.  The modules were developed to represent an individual work 
centre or a major process of a production line.  Following the completion of the modules, models of the 
lumber remanufacturer and furniture manufacturer production lines were constructed. 
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7.1 Modules 
The simulation modules contain standard simulation components, such as resources, material handling 
equipment, work centres and storage bins that represent actual production processes.  Resources are 
components that represent available labour such as machine operators and production staff that can be 
assigned to a specific or multiple tasks, such as grading, sorting and gluing.  Material handling equipment 
includes conveyors, lug chains, infeed and outfeed belts and other part movement machine centres.   The 
work centre components represent production processes, such as ripsaws, chop saws, trim saws and case 
clamps, as well as job functions like as grading, gluing, assembling and sorting.   The storage bin 
components represent both machine and non-machine storage systems, such as surge areas, pallets and 
bins.  In some cases, work centres, material handling equipment, resources and storage bins will be 
combined to model a single manufacturing process, such as manual chopping.  In other cases, components 
will function in an automated fashion with no need for an operator, such as the case of the work centre 
components use to model trim saws. 
 
To allow the largest degree of application flexibility, the number of machine operators and a large range 
production parameters, can be changed to suit production requirements.  The conveyor lengths, 
component spacing and speeds, as well as efficiencies, are adjustable, as shown in Figure 7.  Specific 
processing times and a variety of statistical distributions can be assigned to represent work centre 
processing time, as shown in Figure 8.  Routing-in and routing-out methods are used to assign priorities to 
work and the routing of parts through the model.  Special attributes such as grade and recovery can be 
assigned in this menu. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Conveyor adjustment menu 
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Figure 8: Work centre adjustment menus 
 
 
Storage bins can be used to create storage and surge areas between work centres.  By default, a storage 
queue is set to FIFO (first in first out), however, this can be prioritized where specific components are 
given higher precedence, or set to LIFO (last in first out), as shown in Figure 9.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 9: Storage bin adjustment menu 
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The number of resources or production staff can also be individually assigned to each machine centre or 
process as shown in Figure 10.  They can also be shared and prioritized between multiple activities.  
When combined, an accurate representation of wood products manufacturing processes, machines and 
production lines can be created.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 10: Resource adjustment menu 
 
 
Eleven modules were created to represent machine centres and processes at the remanufacturer and 
furniture manufacturer.  These include the trim saw and manual chop line as well as many others that are 
common to most value-added production manufacturing plants.  In order to permit the widest application, 
two additional modules were also created: CNC routing and edge banding. 
 
 
7.1.1 Trim Saw Module 

The trim saw line module was created to represent the typical process of cutting boards to preset finished 
lengths.  The trim saw line contains a saw gallery capable of multiple cutting programs.  In this line, 
packaged lifts enter at the trim saw in-feed area and move to the preparation area as shown in Figure 11.  
The prepared lifts are then placed onto a tilt hoist and singulated.  The trimmer operator positions the 
parts entering the trim saw.  The trim saw then cuts the parts to length using one of three different cutting 
programs (expandable to infinite cutting patterns).  Boards leaving the trim saw are stacked onto pallets 
by trimmer stacker operator. 
 

 
 Tilt Hoist Trim Saw Stacking 
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7.1.2 CNC Router Module 

The Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) router module was created to represent the typical process 
of machining, drilling and shaping complicated components by highly automated equipment, such as 
routers and point-to-point machines.  The simulated CNC router is a single head unit where only one part 
is processed at a time, as shown in Figure 12.  One single operator loads, runs and unloads the machine.  
Lifts of raw materials, such as MDF, PB or solid wood panels, are brought to the CNC router by a 
forklift.  The forklift cycle time, which is adjustable, is the period between when the CNC router operator 
calls for a forklift and the time the CNC router is ready to process another part.  A changeover time has 
been added to make allowance for programming changes and extensive set-up changes in-between 
products. 
 

 
Figure 12: CNC router module 
 
 
7.1.3 Edgebander Module 

The edgebander module was created to represent the process of applying plastic, wood veneer or paper 
laminated edges on to particleboard panel products, as shown in Figure 13.  Two operators are used in the 
process; one to feed raw panels and the other to stack finished components.  The in-feed and out-feed 
conveyor speeds and lengths are adjustable.  The conveyor speeds control the edgebander feed speeds 
since they are typically balanced.  Lifts of raw materials are brought to the edgebander by a forklift where 
the forklift cycle time is adjustable.   
 

 
 
Figure 13: Edgebander module 
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7.1.4 Manual Chopline Module 

The manual chopline module was created to represent the process of cutting lower grade boards into 
shorter higher-grade products, as shown in Figure 14.  Lifts of lumber are brought to the line by forklift.  
The lifts are placed onto the in-feed conveyor and then singulated.  The boards are pulled by two 
resources and distributed to four individually programmable manual chopsaw stations.  Each station is 
controlled by a resource and can be individually adjusted for recovery, yield and processing times.  A 
waste conveyor removes off-cuts while four grader/stackers pull and stack parts coming off the grading 
conveyor.   
 

 

Infeed 
conveyor Pulling & Distribution 

Chop Saws 

 
Figure 14: Manual chopline module 
 
 
 
7.1.5 Notcher Module 

The notcher module was created to represent the process of notching pallet components, as shown in 
Figure 15.  Lifts of lumber are brought to the line by forklift and placed on the in-feed conveyor.  The tilt 
hoist operator prepares the incoming lifts and they are then singulated.  The notcher operator performs 
set-up changes and stacks finished parts at the outfeed of the notcher.  

 r 
Tilt hoist Notcher 

 
 
Figure 15: Notch
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7.1.6 Planer Module 

The planer module was created to model the process of surface planing and/or ripping boards, as shown in 
Figure 16.  Lifts of raw material are placed on the in-feed platform, unwrapped and prepared for the tilt 
hoist.  The tilt hoist operator prepares the lifts, which are then singulated.  The planer operator positions 
the board entering the planer.  The finished parts are stacked onto a pallet by a stacker operator. 
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 resaw module was created to represent the process of ripping boards, as shown in Figure 17.  
oming lifts are placed onto the in-feed conveyor.  The tilt hoist operator prepares the incoming lifts 
 singulates them.  The resaw can be adjusted to rip a number of boards.  The resaw processing speed is 
ed on the conveyor speeds since this system is typically balanced.  Finished parts leaving the resaw are 
ted to a grading conveyor where parts are sorted and stacked. 
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7.1.8 Single/Double-end Tenoner Module 

The single/double-end tenoner module was created to represent the process of profiling the edges or 
trimming parts to finished dimensions, as shown in Figure 18.  Lifts of raw materials are brought to the 
end tenoner by forklift.  An operator places each part onto the in-feed conveyor.  The end tenoner feed 
speed is based on the conveyor speed since the system is usually balanced.  Finished parts are stacked 
onto a pallet by a stacker operator. 
 

 
 

Figure 18: Single/double-end tenoner module 
 
 
 
7.1.9 Front-end Assembly Module 

The front-end assembly module was created to represent the process of assembling case goods, as shown 
in Figure 19.  The module contains a raw material staging/storage area feeding an assembly station and a 
glue-up station.  A parts expeditor, gluer and two assemblers are assigned to the area.  The parts expeditor 
procures parts from preceding processes and stages the parts for assembly.  The gluer applies glue into 
dowel holes and the assemblers assemble the unit. Assembled components are stacked and shipped to the 
next process. 
 

 
 

Figure 19: Front-end assembly module 
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7.1.10 Back Installer Module 

The back installer module was created to represent the process of installing the backs onto case goods as 
shown in Figure 20.  An expeditor brings the backs to the back installer.  The back installer pulls parts 
from a stack and uses a pneumatic nail-gun to attach the backs to the case.  The back installer also checks 
the case for square and makes adjustments to correct alignment problems.  Completed parts continue 
along the conveyor to the next process. 
 

 
 

Figure 20:  Back installer module 
 
 
7.1.11 Case Clamp Module 

The case clamp module was created to represent a machine and process that squares case goods and holds 
them while fasteners are inserted or glue cures, as shown in Figure 21.  The case clamp is typically fed 
from a manual or automated assembly station where the boxes for case goods, such as kitchen cabinets 
and night tables, are put together.  This module is fully automated with adjustments available for cycle 
time, process variability and efficiency.  Completed parts typically continue to another assembly station 
where other components and/or hardware are added. 
 

 
 
Figure 21: Case clamp 
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7.1.12 Quality Inspection and Final Assembly Module 

The quality inspection and final assembly module was created to represent the process of final inspection 
and hardware insertion, as shown in Figure 22.  Final assembly involves the installation of drawers and 
the insertion of a hardware packet.  The assembled units are cleaned/inspected and a final quality control 
inspection is performed before the units are moved to the next process.  The number of hardware 
packets/bags and drawers can be adjusted along with the processing time of each step. 
 

 
 

Figure 22: Quality inspection area module 
 
 
7.1.13 Packaging Line Module 

The packaging module was created to represent the process of boxing, wrapping and shipping case goods, 
as shown in Figure 23.  The process generally occurs on a production line and involved a number of 
resources.  In this module, the resources are inserting drawer protectors, placing corner protectors, boxing 
and wrapping and transporting to the pallet.  These processes could be altered to represent any other 
common processes such as labelling.  The processing speed, variability and efficiency of each process is 
fully adjustable. 
 

 
 
Figure 23: Packaging module 
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7.2 Simulation of Lumber Remanufacturer 
The secondary wood processing simulation modules were combined in a plant wide simulation model of 
the lumber remanufacturer, as shown in Figure 24.  A comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 24 shows that 
the simulation and actual production plant are almost identical.  This is important since material handling 
and its efficiency are space and layout dependant.  The simulation model was validated using 9 
production scenarios, randomly selected from the production summaries, spanning the previous 12 
months of production. These scenarios are included in Appendix III. 
 
After extensive review and using the development process shown in Figure 1, fine-tuning of the 
simulation model was completed.  Table 2 shows the summarized results from the nine production 
scenarios, comparing the actual production output in pieces to the simulation, by production line.  The 
results show that the average output of the actual and simulated production is similar.  A and G lines 
differ the most by –21% and + 18%, respectively.  Line-C and P results are very close.  When the total 
production of the plant is compared, the simulated and actual outputs are almost identical with a 
difference of less than 1%. 
 
A comparison of the range of the actual and simulated production line outputs shows a different result.  
The variability of the actual production is much higher than that of the simulation.  The simulated 
variation is less than the actual production by 37 to 77%.  However, this discrepancy is not unexpected.  
The simulation represents the typical production set-up and operation with efficiency and working speeds 
gathered from seven in-plant production studies.  The problem is that over the course of a year, many 
factors can affect a production line or plant output that can cause it to significantly increase or decrease in 
magnitude.  For example, there have been instances in the remanufacturer’s plant when it was 
significantly understaffed due to absenteeism, illness, a company activity or another factor.  This 
significantly reduced the production of the plant.  In another instance, the company had a special 
production days where higher output was targeted.  The production increased by as much as 100% in 
these instances.  Unfortunately, these unusual occurrences are not recorded with the production summary 
and as a result, their affect on the production variability cannot be accounted for in the simulation.  It is 
revealing to note that a reduction or increase in the number of employees working on the production lines 
and/or an increase in working speed beyond norms causes variability in the simulation similar to that 
recorded in the actual production.  Based on this and the average production output results, it is believed 
that the model is reasonably accurate representation of the lumber remanufacturing production plant. 
 
 

 Total Production  Range of Production 

Production 
Line 

Production 
Average 
(Pieces) 

Simulated 
Average 
(Pieces) 

 
Difference

Actual 
Range 

(High-Low) 

Simulated 
Range 

(High-Low) 

 
Difference 

A 27580 30354 + 18% 7090 3001 - 58 % 

C 31988 35460 + 8 % 9628 6079 - 37 % 

G 31618 25108 - 21 % 8139 2843 - 65 % 

P 16524 16342 - 1 % 3919 902 - 77 % 

Total 107710 107264 - 0.4 % 28776 12825 - 55 % 
 
Table 2: Comparison of actual and simulated production at the lumber remanufacturer 
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Figure 24: Plant wide simulation of the lumber remanufacturer 
 
7.2.1 Sensitivity Analyses 

The simulation model was used to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the lumber remanufacturer’s 
production plant.  The sensitivity analysis confirmed the observations made during the in-plant 
production studies.  The following findings apply to the overall plant: 
 

• Productions lines A, P, C & G are generally operated in a well-balanced manner 
• Front-end of all production lines are set to operate well below their capacity for production 

balance 
• Tail-end of production lines are generally operating at capacity and tend to be the bottleneck 
• Key material handling and process problems areas are the ripsaws, notchers, singulators and 

sorting / stacking material handling 
• Resources are allocated appropriately in most areas but there are opportunities for improvement 
• Working methods could be improved to increase efficiency with many unnecessary activities and 

unnecessary repetition in processes 
• At any one time, on average, a production line is down in the plant, resulting in up to 20 to 25% 

of the staff and machines being idle throughout the day 
 
The specific findings for each of the production lines are described in the following sections. 
 
 
7.2.1.1 Production Line-A 

The findings of the sensitivity analysis on production Line-A are as follows: 
 

• Movement of lumber from the transfer deck to the manual grading/chopping infeed is inefficient 
and causes average delays of 4.5 seconds on each piece of lumber every 1 to 3 minutes. 

• Grading/Chopping is a bottleneck when cutting a high proportion of studs and has excess capacity 
when cutting a high proportion of pallet stock 

• Grading/Chopping has a wide range of efficiency from 50 to 90% 
• Grading/Chopping errors increase processing time by 73% 
• Finger joint block stacking is inefficient and this resource is underutilized 
• Ripsaw and notching machine centres are bottlenecks 

o Automatic material handling infeed to the machines is unreliable and prone to jams 
o Machine centres are unreliable and prone to jams 

• Pallet stock sorting is inefficient 
o Material requires excessive handling 
o Stacking movement could be simplified to reduce unnecessary height changes and part 

direction changes, which decrease handling time and worker fatigue 
• Completed bin removal is inefficient, pulling resources away from already bottlenecked areas to 

assist 
• Many job and task functions, such as stud and finger joint block stacking, could be redefined to 

include flexibility so that they could be redeployed on demand to problem areas 
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7.2.1.2 Production Line-P 

Line-P is the most balanced line in the plant with only small improvements possible without major capital 
investment and/or redesign.  The findings of the sensitivity analysis on production Line-P are as follows: 
 

• Unnecessary short delays occur at the infeed of the planer, often due to unscrambling problems 
• Planer has excess capacity 
• Grade stamping function is labour intensive and could be automated to increase capacity and 

reduce resource requirements 
• Stacking material handling of the long length studs is labour intensive and difficult work and 

should be automated 
• Trim saw experiences shorts jams and down time and would need to operate at a much higher 

speed to allow significantly increases in production 
• Pallet and stud sorting and stacking is labour intensive 

o Material requires excessive handling 
o Stacking movement could be simplified to reduce unnecessary height changes and part 

direction changes and decrease handling time and worker fatigue 
o Increasing production output in this area is the key to increasing line output 

• Completed bin removal is inefficient pulling resources away from other functions  
• Many job and task functions, such as grade stamping and stud stacking, could be redefined to 

include flexibility so that they could be redeployed on demand to problem areas 
 
 
7.2.1.3 Production Line-C 

The detailed analysis of Production Line-A was a key step in the analysis since production Line-C 
operates with similar processes and machines.  The findings of the sensitivity analysis are as follows: 
 

• Unscrambling material handling of lumber from the tilt hoist and transfer deck causes occasional 
minor delays 

• Lug chain material handling is operating at less than 30% capacity 
• Trim saws occasionally have length setting problems that cause downtime and require 2 to 10 

minutes for an attempted resolution that is often unsuccessful 
• Stud material handling grading/stacking appears to be underutilized when studs are a small 

proportion of the production volume 
• Ripsaw and notching machine centres are bottlenecks 

o Automatic material handling infeed to the machines is unreliable and prone to jams 
o Machine centres are unreliable and prone to jams 

• Pallet stock sorting is inefficient 
o Material requires excessive handling 
o Stacking movement could be simplified to reduce unnecessary height changes and part 

direction changes, decreasing handling time and worker fatigue 
• Completed bin removal is inefficient, pulling resources away from already bottlenecked areas to 

assist 
• Many job and task functions, such as stacking, could be redefined to include flexibility so that 

they could be redeployed on demand to problem areas 
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7.2.1.4 Production Line-G 

The detailed analysis of Production Line-G is similar to production Line-C since they have similar 
machines and processes and produce similar products.  The findings of the sensitivity analysis are as 
follows: 
 

• Unscrambling material handling of lumber from the tilt hoist and transfer deck can cause 
occasional minor delays 

• Lug chain material handling is operating at less than 30% capacity 
• Trim saws occasionally have length setting problems that cause downtime and require 3 to 10 

minutes for an attempted resolution that is often unsuccessful 
• Stud unscrambling often results in jams and line downtime 
• Stud material handling grading/stacking appears to be underutilized when studs are a small 

proportion of the production volume and over utilized when stud production is high 
• Handling of stud re-cuts is inefficient  
• Material handling of pallet stock, after grading, at the infeed of the ripsaw and notcher often 

results in jams 
• Ripsaw and notching machine centres are bottlenecks 

o Automatic material handling infeed to the machines is unreliable and prone to jams 
o Machine centres are unreliable and prone to jams 

• Pallet stock sorting is inefficient 
o Material requires excessive handling 
o Stacking movement could be simplified to reduce unnecessary height changes and part 

direction changes, decreasing handling time and worker fatigue 
• Completed bin removal is inefficient, pulling resources away from already bottlenecked areas to 

assist 
• Many job and task functions, such as stacking, could be redefined to include flexibility so that 

they could be redeployed on demand to problem areas 
 
 
7.2.2 What-if Analysis 

A what-if analysis was conducted using the developed plant-wide simulation model to identify the effect 
of changes to the remanufacturer’s production processes and plant.  Six improvement scenarios were 
analyzed.  Time limitations did not allow all of the identified production improvement opportunities in 
section 7.2.1 to be addressed.  The six scenarios evaluated in the following sections are expected to 
produce the most significant gains and/or were suggested by the staff at the lumber remanufacturer. 
 
 
7.2.2.1 Scenario #1 

This scenario examines the effect of improvements to production Line-A.  As mentioned previously, 
production Line-A can produce three general products: studs, pallet stock and finger joint blocks.  The 
pallet stock can be divided into plain and notched products.  The first, most common, production 
configuration is studs, finger joint blocks and plain pallet stock and the second includes these products as 
well as notched pallet stock. 
 
In the first production configuration, two improvements were simulated.  The first improvement 
simplified the pallet line sorting and stacking functions and shifted responsibility for bin removal to 
underutilized resources.  This increased the production capability of pallet sorting and stacking by 6% and 
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reduced line blockages by 9%.  The second improvement redesigns the ripsaw and the infeed material 
handling system.  The new automated material handling system includes a large surge capacity and 
controls, to prevent over feeding the ripsaw.  The ripsaw was redesigned to operate like more typical 
units, where the time between minor jams is 1 hour or longer and the time between major problems is 4 
hours or longer.  This improvement increased ripsaw production capability by 8% and reduced line 
blockages by 11%. 
 
In the second production configuration, again, two improvements were simulated.  The first improvement 
mirrors the changes in the first configuration, where the notcher and the automated infeed material 
handling system were redesigned. This is simulated to reduce downtime by 20%.  The second 
improvement conducts grading/chopping training sessions where the grader and their working speed 
consistency are increased and improved.  This is simulated to increase grading/chopping production 
capacity by 22%. 
 
Table 3 shows the results of the simulated changes from the two production configurations.  The 
production of all products on Line-A increased in both configurations.  This would indicate that the 
bottlenecks are at the backend of the production line, since both scenarios included changes to this area.  
Similar production problems also exist on Lines-C & G and it is anticipated that similar improvements to 
these lines would also generate production increases.  

 
 

Product Production Configuration #1:
Output Change 

Production Configuration #2:
Output Change 

Studs & 
Components + 31 % + 20 % 

Plain Pallet Stock 
Only  + 29 % N/A 

Plain & Notched 
Pallet Stock N/A + 17 % 

Finger Joint 
Blocks + 28 % + 6 % 

 
Table 3: Scenario #1 simulated production improvements 
 
 
The cost for improvements to Line-A, for both configuration #1 and #2, is estimated to be $40,000.  This 
includes upgrades to the ripsaws and notcher as well as improvements to the surge capacity of their infeed 
system.  The grader training, which should be performed regularly, at least every 6 months, is also 
included in this cost.  A detailed cost breakdown is included in Appendix V. 
 
 
7.2.2.2 Scenario #2 

This scenario examined the plant wide effect of reducing downtime by one half.  The measured down 
time in many processes and machine centres exceeded 25%.  This is much higher than many production 
plants and is higher than generally accepted standards.  It is not unreasonable that the downtime should be 
10% or less over a typical production day.  Improvements to machine, processes and to work methods and 
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some minor production line redesign, should accomplish this.  No improvements to working speed or 
resource allocation were simulated or included in this scenario. 
 
Table 4 shows the results of reducing downtime throughout the plant.  With no additional changes to 
processing or working speeds, the overall plant output is simulated to increase by 7%.  It is not surprising 
that there is no increase on Line-P, since this line is well balanced and downtime was not observed to be a 
significant issue. 
 
It was anticipated that a reduction in downtime would result in a proportional improvement in production 
output, since a 25% reduction downtime means 25% more productive time.  The improvements shown in 
Table 4 are much lower than anticipated indicating that the full benefit of the downtime reduction is not 
being realized.  In fact, the frequent downtimes throughout the plant contribute to the production 
balancing.  Downtime allows many processes on the production line to catch-up or build-up a buffer.  
Reducing the downtime in all cases created bottlenecks and production problems that limited the 
improvements.  These bottlenecks tended to be the ripsaws and notchers and the material handling 
systems at their infeed and outfeed.  Improvements to these and other processes would be required to 
improve the downtime reduction benefit. 
 
 

Production 
Line 

Production 
Improvement

A + 8 % 

P 0 % 

C + 11 % 

G + 4 % 

Total + 7 % 
 
Table 4: Scenario #2 simulated production improvements 
 
 
The cost to reduce downtime throughout the plant is estimated at $160,000.  The process of 
accomplishing this essentially involves performing the improvements in scenario #1 to Line-A to include 
Line-P, C and G.  Additional work will also need to be performed on the trim saws, singulators and 
transfer belts between machine centres.  A detailed cost breakdown is included in Appendix V. 
 
 
7.2.2.3 Scenario #3 

This scenario examined the plant wide effect of reduced downtime by one half and increasing forklift 
capacity by 25%.  This scenario resulted from the observations by company staff that the forklift trucks 
were excessively busy most of the time.  No improvements to working speed or resource allocation were 
simulated in this scenario. 
 
Table 5 shows the results of reducing downtime throughout the plant and increasing forklift capacity.  At 
first, there appears to be an increase, but a comparison of Table 4 and Table 5 shows that the values are 
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identical.  This indicates that the production increases are the result of the downtime reduction only and 
that adding forklift capacity had not indicated any benefits.  This is not surprising, since the forklift trucks 
seemed to be occupied with non-essential activities during the in-plant production studies.  That is, when 
the forklifts were not providing material handling services, they occupied their time with other activities.  
When production output was high these other activities were not performed.   On occasion, the extra 
curricular activities did cause short production slow downs and organizational problems.  As a result, 
training should be implemented to improve and redefine the scope of forklift truck activity. 
 
 

Production 
Line 

Production 
Improvement

A + 8 % 

P 0 % 

C + 11 % 

G + 4 % 

Total + 7 % 
 
Table 5: Scenario #3 simulated production improvements 
 
 
Since no improvement was simulated for this scenario, a cost estimate for the changes was not completed.   
 
 
7.2.2.4 Scenario #4 

This scenario examined the plant wide effect of reducing downtime by one half and increasing line feed 
speeds where possible and appropriate.  In general, machine, lug chain and belt speeds were increased by 
10%, or to their maximum current capability, whichever of the two was lower.  No improvements to 
resource allocation were simulated in this scenario. 
 
Table 6 shows the results of reducing downtime throughout the plant and increasing line speeds.  
Production improvements are simulated in each of the four production lines.  A comparison of Table 4 
and Table 6 shows that increasing line speed, in addition to reducing downtime, has increased output on 
Lines – A, P and C by 1%, 2% and 9%, respectively.  Only Line-G showed no benefit from increased line 
speed.  On this line, the ripsaw, notcher and singulator were generally the bottlenecks, preventing an 
output increase.  The ripsaw and notcher were also bottlenecks on Lines-A and C, limiting further 
increases. 
 
The cost to reduce downtime and increase feed speed throughout the plant is estimated at $200,000.  This 
processes essentially involves performing the work in scenario #2 and including tasks to increase feed 
speeds.   The latter is not expected to be onerous, since most production lines are integrated and speed 
increases can be achieved by adjusting variable speed drives.  There will likely be some problems 
encountered with the speed and momentum of parts and backstops that will require some machine 
adjustment.  A detailed cost breakdown is included in Appendix V. 
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Production 
Line 

Production 
Improvement

A + 9 % 

P  + 2 % 

C + 20 % 

G + 4 % 

Total + 10 % 
 
Table 6: Scenario #4 simulated production improvements 
 
 
7.2.2.5 Scenario #5 

Based on the experience gained through the first four scenarios, a fifth scenario was created to examine 
the effect of reducing the continuing problem of the ripsaws.  This builds on the improvements made in 
scenario four, where the downtime is reduced and the line speeds are increased, by adding parallel 
redundant ripsaws on Lines-A, C and G, as shown in Figure 25.  These ripsaws are assumed to operate at 
the same speed and with the same efficiency as the existing machines.  Although, high-speed machines 
are available, this provides a more conservative estimate of the effect.  The new machines would operate 
cooperatively with the existing ripsaws and utilize an intelligent board infeed system.  This system 
automatically diverts the boards to the machine that is available, ensuring that the ripsaws do not cause 
production downtime.  This scenario may require that an additional resource be added to the ripsaw 
outfeed, the pallet stock grading/sorting/stacking belt.  But, it may be possible to re-allocated resources 
from other parts of the production line such that there is no net increase in personnel. 
 
 

 

Line-C 

Ripsaws

 
 
Figure 25: Parallel redundant ripsaws on Line-C 
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Table 7 shows the results of reducing downtime throughout the plant, increasing line speeds and adding 
parallel redundant ripsaws.  Significant production improvements are simulated on three of the four 
productions lines.  An improvement on Line-P was not expected since it does not have ripsaws.  A 
comparison of Table 6 and Table 7 shows that adding parallel ripsaws increases simulated output on 
Lines – A, C and G by 9%, 13% and 19%, respectively, when compared to scenario #4, that included a 
reduction in downtime and increases in line speed. 
 
The increases shown in Table 7 are likely the maximum production improvements possible at the lumber 
remanufacturing plant.  Additional small incremental increases may be possible with reallocation of 
resources and improvement in work methods.  Significant improvements beyond this volume will require 
significant plant and work method redesign. 
 
 

Production 
Line 

Production 
Improvement

A + 18 % 

P  + 2 % 

C + 33 % 

G + 23 % 

Total + 25 % 
 
Table 7: Scenario #5 simulated production improvements 
 
 
The cost to reduce downtime and increase feed speed and parallel the ripsaws throughout the plant is 
estimated at $750,000.  This process involves performing the work in scenario #4 and then adding an 
automated board dealing system and parallel ripsaws.   A conceptual design for a high-speed automated 
board dealing system is included in Appendix V, along with detailed cost breakdowns.  It is anticipated 
the parallel ripsaws will require some additional plant space, but that this is available. 
 
 
7.2.2.6 Scenario #6 

This scenario examines the effect of one possible major material handling and work methods redesign of 
the production plant.  Based on the positive results shown in scenario #5, this scenario builds on this 
development by relocating all the ripsaws, 6 to 8, to a new service line called Line-R, as shown in Figure 
26.  Only four ripsaws are shown for clarity.  The reason for this move is that the same ripsaw function 
occurs on Line-A, C and G with redundant machinery and resources.  By relocating this function to one 
line, there is an increase in overall efficiency, savings in resources and increased work consistency, all 
due to the shared work function.  The more than quadruple redundancy has two major benefits.  First, if 
any production line goes down, work continues on the output of the other two.  Second, if one or two 
workers are slow or absent, there are up to eight others to which the workload can be distributed. 
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However, this scenario will require that a number of technological challenges due to the high production 
speeds and output be overcome.  Servicing the pallet stock from three lines will require that the new Line-
R have the ability to process 4 to 6 parts per second, which will require four major developments.  First, 
an intelligent board infeed system, that automatically diverts the boards to an available machine, would 
need to operate at higher speeds and be able to service 6 to 8 ripsaws simultaneously.  Second, the speed 
of production will exclude manual grading, requiring a system that automatically grades and sorts the 
boards for structural defects.  This system would have the added benefit of reducing the resource required 
for grading.  Third, the conveying system will need to be redesigned to handle much higher volumes and 
more personnel.  Automated sorting and stacking would resolve the latter issue.  Fourth, the line speeds 
would need to be increase by 30% or more, over the current rates, to take full advantage of Line-R. 
 
Table 8 shows the results of creating a new pallet stock service Line-R.  Major production improvements 
are simulated on the three productions lines that have a ripsaw function.  A comparison of Table 7 and 
Table 8 shows that the new line and higher production speeds would increase simulated output on Lines – 
A, C and G by a further 14%, 23% and 15%, respectively.  It is important to note that this simulated 
scenario goes well beyond current machine capabilities and as a result, there are many unknowns and 
risks.  As mentioned, there are four major technological challenges that must be overcome.  Also, the 
effect on the plant of such a large increase in product output is projected but not known with certainty.  
Further study and an extensive sensitivity analysis should be conducted on this scenario before 
proceeding.  
 
 

 

New Notcher Location 

From Line-A 

From Line-C

New Line-R 

From Line-G

 
 
Figure 26: New multi-ripsaw service Line-R 
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Production 

Line 
Production 

Improvement

A + 32 % 

P  + 2 % 

C + 56 % 

G + 38 % 

Total + 42 % 
 
 
Table 8: Scenario #6 simulated production improvements 
 
 
The cost to undertake this ambitious improvement, to create a new ripsaw service Line-R, is estimated at 
$1,950,000.  This process included performing the work in scenario #4.  Creating Line-R will require a 
number of new machines, including a very high-speed board dealer infeed system to the ripsaws, and 
automated grading.   Conceptual designs for these machines and a detailed cost breakdown of he other 
costs, are included in Appendix V.  Additional plant space will be required for this scenario.  Detailed 
work with plant staff will be required to determine how to optimally layout the line. 
 
 
7.3 Simulation of the Furniture Manufacturer 
The secondary wood processing simulation modules were combined into a computer simulation model of 
Assembly Line #1 at the furniture manufacturer, as shown in Figure 27.  A comparison of Figure 5 and 
Figure 27 shows that the simulation and actual production line are almost identical.  As mentioned 
previously, this is important since material handling and its efficiency are space and layout dependant.  
The simulation model was validated using 56 production days, randomly selected from the production 
summaries, spanning the previous 4 months.  These scenarios are included in Appendix IV. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 27: Simulation model of assembly Line #1 
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After extensive review and using the development process shown in Figure 1, fine-tuning of the 
simulation model was completed.  Figure 28 shows a bar graph of the 56 production days.  This shows 
that there is a high degree of variation in the production output, from as low as 50 units to as high as 700.  
Discussions with company staff have indicated that these extremes are likely one-time anomalies and are 
not representative of the production line.  The range of 150 to 450 night tables, produced daily on 
Assembly Line #1, is more typical and should be the target of the simulation model.  Regardless, the 
range of 150 to 450 is a factor of three variation that was difficult to model.  The reason being that on the 
days of the in-plant production studies, the output was close to the average of 350 units and the furniture 
manufacturer could not readily explain the wide production variation.  As a result, there is insufficient 
information on which to create a realistic simulation with the wide variation range shown in Figure 28. 
 
In other value-added production plants such as lumber remanufacturing, large production variation can be 
caused by problems such as raw material or staff shortages, difficult/easy products to produce, machine 
problems, new process installation or from new or inexperienced staff.  In the case of the furnitre 
manufacturer, the variation appears systematic and not random since it occurs frequently.  This eliminates 
onetime problems such as machine breakdown or new process installation.  Based on this and from 
discussions with companiy staff, raw material shortages and inexperienced staff were identified as the 
likely causes.  This was incorporated into the simulation model using a combination of long inter-arrival 
times for raw materials and slow resource working speeds.  Figure 29 shows a graph of the proportional 
working speed necessary to simulate production outputs of 150 to 700 units. 
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Figure 28: Graph of the production data for validating the furniture manufacturer simulation 
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Figure 29: Graph of working speed versus production output 
 
 
Figure 30 shows the production output of the simulation model.  A comparison with the actual 
production, shown in Figure 28, shows that the simulation very closely represents the actual production. 
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Figure 30: Production output of the simulation model used of validation 
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7.3.1 Sensitivity Analyses 

The simulation model was used to conduct a sensitivity analysis of Assembly Line #1.  The sensitivity 
analysis confirmed the observations made during the in-plant production studies.  The following are the 
specific findings: 
 

• The glue station is operating at close to the maximum working speed, approximately 85%, given 
the resources available for this task 

• Most of the production line resources and machinery have significant extra capacity, excluding 
the gluing station, with average working speeds at approximately 60% of maximum and 
efficiency at 57%. 

• The case clamp cycle pause after it squares the part is unnecessary, since the glue does not cure in 
this time 

• Production line processes are segmented into too many small steps 
• Resources should have a more flexible work method, where they have a responsibility to move to 

assist an area with production hold-ups 
• The production line relies extensively on manual labour, which, in some cases, leads to injuries 
• No push or motivation system exists on the line to reward higher production or more efficient 

work  
 
 
7.3.2 What-if Analysis 

A what-if analysis was conducted using the developed Assembly Line #1 simulation model to identify the 
effect of changes to the furniture manufacturing production process.  Four improvement scenarios were 
analyzed.   
 
 
7.3.2.1 Scenario #1 

The average work efficiency on the production line was measured and simulated to be 57%.  This 
scenario examines the effect of improvements to this efficiency, which is a reduction in downtime.  The 
main requirement to achieve this improvement is to have the night table components arrive on time and 
with all the parts, for a complete order.  No changes in working speed, working methods or machinery are 
modelled in this scenario. 
 
Figure 31 shows a bar graph of the simulated assembly line production potential with increasing 
efficiency.  The baseline value is the current efficiency of 57%.  An increase in efficiency from 57% to 
70% is simulated to increase production output by 26%.  An increase in efficiency from 57% to 90%, 
which is the minimum efficiency target of typical manufacturing plants, would increase production output 
by 67%.  At these higher efficiencies, the current average simulated daily production output of 350 units 
would increase to 441 and 584 units, respectively. 
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Baseline 
 

 
Figure 31: Production increase due to work efficiency 
 
 
The cost to increase efficiency on the assembly line to 85% is estimated at $15,000, which is mainly 
composed of instruction and training time for staff.  A detailed cost breakdown is included in Appendix 
VI. 
 
 
7.3.2.2 Scenario #2 

The average work speed on the production line was simulated to be approximately 60% of the estimated 
maximum.  This scenario examines the effect of increasing the resource and machinery working speeds to 
be closer to other high-speed production plants.  The main developments required to achieve this are 
worker training to improve work methods, an incentive to increase production output and an increase in 
machinery speed.  The machinery has been determined to have the necessary speed capability.  No 
changes in work efficiency/downtime or automation are modelled in this scenario. 
 
Many resources are working well below optimum and as a result, a work speed increase should not be 
difficult.  On the other hand, many of the job functions are inefficient.  For example, the night table 
drawer boxes are opened and closed three times after insertion.  This could be reduced to one by 
combining the drawer insertion, hardware insertion, quality check and drawer protector insertion tasks.  
Currently, these tasks are divided among three resources.  These resources could instead work in parallel 
for increased work speed.   
 
The only area on the assembly line where it would be difficult to increase work speed is the glue injection 
station.  In this area, it was observed that the resource performing this task also had other tasks, such as 
laying out and organizing parts for glue injection.  These other activities occupy 20% of glue station time 
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and should be reallocated to other under utilized resources, such as those performing assembly.  In 
addition, workstation height and the glue gun are poorly designed.  The glue injection resource is required 
to bend down and stretch up, which cause unnecessary strain and fatigue.  In addition, the glue gun 
requires a pull trigger action to deliver glue.  This should be changed to a press trigger system to eliminate 
an unnecessary motion.  The two changes combined should allow a 30% increase in work speed at the 
glue station. 
 
Figure 32 shows a bar graph of the assembly line simulated production increase with increased work 
speed.  The baseline value is the current average work speed, which is shown as 0%.  A 20% increase in 
work speed is simulated to increase production output by 21%.  A 30% increase in work speed is 
simulated to increase production output by 35%.  A 30% work speed increase is believed to be feasible 
because, at this higher rate, resources would still be operating below the speed observed at other high-
speed production plants, such as lumber remanufacturing.  At these increased work speeds, the current 
average daily-simulated production output of 350 units would increase to 423 and 472 units, respectively. 
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2: Production increase due to work speed 

o increase working speed on the assembly line is estimated at $40,000.  This is composed of 
me for staff as well as the cost for a redesigned glue injection station and a new glue gun.  A 
st breakdown is included in Appendix VI. 
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7.3.2.3 Scenario #3 

This scenario examines the combined effect of improvements to work efficiency and an increase in work 
speed.  No changes in machinery or work automation are modelled in scenario. 
 
Figure 33 shows a bar graph of the assembly line production potential with increasing work speed, 
assuming a work and line efficiency of 85%.  A work speed increase of 20%, at 85% efficiency, is 
simulated to increase production line output by 92%.  A work speed increase of 30%, at 85% efficiency, 
is simulated to more than double production line output to 115% more then the current.  At these 
combined higher efficiencies and work speeds, the current average simulated daily production output of 
350 units would increase to 672 and 752 units, respectively. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 33: Production increase due to work speed increase at 85% efficiency 
 
 
The cost to increase efficiency and working speed on the assembly line is estimated at $85,000.  This is 
essentially the combined work of scenarios #1 and #2, which is expected to increase the cost.  The 
increase in production will be significant and as a result, other problems will be encountered.  These may 
include the removal of the case clamp or the redesign of workstations elsewhere on the production line.  
A detailed cost breakdown is included in Appendix VI. 
 
 
7.3.2.4 Scenario #4 

 
 

This scenario examines the effect of replacing a labour intensive material handling function with an 
automated machine.  The process of handling night tables for packaging and palletization is a heavy task 
that, as a result, can cause injuries.  The simulated addition of a layback machine and scissor lift and 
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extension of the conveyor, as shown in Figure 34, would eliminate most of the heavy labour.  No changes 
to efficiency or working speed are modelled in scenario. 
 

 
 
Figure 34: Assembly line with layback machine 
 
 
Replacement of the heavy packing function with a layback machine is simulated to have no negative 
effect on the assembly lines production.  That is, a single layback machine has the capability to maintain 
the current line’s 350 unit average daily production.  What the layback machine will do is make free one 
resource from the assembly line.  This resource could be re-assigned to the glue injection station to 
increase its work capacity.  The addition of two layback machines should allow this additional capacity to 
be utilized. 
 
The cost of adding a single layback machine on the production line is estimated to be $25,000.  It is not 
anticipated that this will require space beyond what is currently available.  The estimated cost for the 
installation of two layback machines is more significant at $70,000 since some adjustment to the layout of 
the assembly line will be required, along with new conveyors and other equipment. 
 
 

8 Production Planning Optimization 
A proof of concept production planning optimization module was developed for the lumber 
remanufacturer to demonstrate the potential benefits of this system.  This tool was developed in a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and, as a result, has a limited amount of recovery data on 2x4 lumber, 
collected from production reports.  A more extensive full product line model would require development 
in a Microsoft Access or SQL server database.  To collect the extensive data necessary for the model, 
some new data scheduling and collection techniques would need to be employed in the plant.  However, 
developing this small but fully functional model has allowed the determination of the data requirements 
necessary, should Alberta businesses decide to implement this tool. 

The remanufacturer production planning optimization module uses actual recovery information, collected 
on each line, A, P, C and G, to predict product outturn from each cut pattern employed and the raw 
material utilized.  The recovery information is stored in a relational database and is used to populate the 
model.  An example of the recovery information used by the module is shown in Table 9. 
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Cut Input Raw Total Recovery
Date Line Pattern Material Pcs Footage Product Pcs Footage Price Pct
10/15/2004 3 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 16464 87808 1X6 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 52" 400 867 320 1.0%
10/15/2004 3 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 16464 87808 2X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 48" 6,780 18,080 312 20.6%
10/15/2004 3 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 16464 87808 2X4 ECONOMY STUD 92 5/8" 588 3,136 250 3.6%
10/15/2004 3 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 16464 87808 2X4 NOTCHED 48" 10,100 26,933 325 30.7%
10/15/2004 3 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 16464 87808 2X4 STUD GRADE 92 5/8" 7,056 37,632 400 42.9%
10/15/2004 3 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 16464 87808 2X4 UTILITY PALLET 48" 225 600 325 0.7%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 40" 1,950 2,167 320 3.1%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 48" 13,200 17,600 320 24.9%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 48" 3,600 4,800 260 6.8%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 1X4 UTILITY PALLET 48" 7,200 9,600 335 13.6%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 2X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 48" 600 1,600 312 2.3%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 2X4 NOTCHED 48" 6,300 16,800 325 23.8%
8/17/2004 4 1 2X4 #3 8 FT 13230 70560 2X4 STUD GRADE 92 5/8" 2,940 15,680 400 22.2%  

 
Table 9: Recovery database showing production & recovery information collected on 2 shifts 
 
 
The information in Table 9 is used to predict product recovery in the optimization module for each cut 
pattern, line and raw material combination.  In addition, the module provides a number of cost accounting 
features.  The module chooses the combination of raw material and cutting patterns on each line to 
maximize profits.  If the plant has specific orders to meet, the module will find the profit maximizing 
solution to meet those orders.  The decisions made by the model are: 

• Profit made on each raw material type. 
• Profit made on each cut pattern. 
• Profit made on each line. 
• Value of an additional hour of production for each line. 
• Amount you can pay for each lumber dimension, length and grade. 
• Profit made on each product produced. 

 
 
8.1 Results and Potential Application 
The remanufacturer production optimization module was executed for 2x4 raw material, on a full set of 
69 products.  Unfortunately, no data was available on recovery from different cut patterns, so it was not 
possible to provide cost information on all cut patterns. Also, since the model was run only for 2x4, no 
production information on Line-P is provided. 

Table 10 below shows the line usage report.  There were 120 hours of scheduled time for each line.  The 
cost per hour is a user input for the model.  This can be further refined in the full product line model to 
include labour costs, maintenance, salaries, expenditures and any other costs desired.  Unfortunately, 
some important costs were not available from the mill and were assumed similar to those found in the 
sawmilling industry.  The model used all 120 hours at the cost per hour indicated. 
 
The shadow price column shows the value of an addition hour of production on any line.  A positive 
value indicates revenue while a negative value indicates a net cost.  In this example, the mill would make 
$566 profit on an additional hour of production on Line-G, $371 on Line-C, and $236 on Line-A.  Line-G 
is the most profitable with an extra hour of production on this line worth a net $566 in additional profit.  
If the plant was considering running an extra shift on just one line, it should be Line-G.   
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Line Sched Cost Hrs Shadow
Name Hours Per Hr Used Cost Price

Line 1 A 120 800$     120.0 96,000$      236$           
Line 2 P 120 600$     0.0 -$                -$                
Line 3 C 120 500$     120.0 60,000$      371$           
Line 4 G 120 500$     120.0 60,000$     566$           
Total 360.0 216,000$    

Line Usage Report

 
 
Table 10: Line Usage Report from the optimization model 
 
 
The next Table 11 shows the Raw Material Usage Report.  This is a detailed report that shows raw 
material consumption, cost and value on each line.  For the purposes of this demonstration, each lumber 
product input was limited to 1000 fbm consumed on each line.  Line-A consumed mainly 18-foot lumber, 
but since it could only use 1000 fbm it also used 457 fbm of 20-foot.  The reduced cost column shows the 
additional profit that could be made by consuming more of each length.  For example, if more 18-ft 
lumber were available, the plant would make $6 per hour profit per fbm.  If Line-A consumed 10-ft 
lumber instead of 18’s and 20’s, the plant would lose $154 per fbm and as a result, would be a very poor 
choice on this line. 
 
From this report it can be seen that 18-ft and 20-ft lengths are generally a good choice, 16-ft lengths are 
good on Line-G, and 12-ft lengths are not bad.  It is important to note that if recovery information were 
available for cut patterns, this report would show the cut patterns that were applied to the raw material, 
and provide all of the detailed costing information on each cutting pattern.  This could be very valuable 
information for scheduling production at the plant to maximize profits.  For example, the plant makes 
profit on 18-18ft and 20-ft lumber. 
 
 

Dim. & 
Grade Length

Purchase 
Price

Qty. 
Used

Reduced 
Cost

Qty.
Used

Reduced 
Cost

Qty. 
Used

Reduced 
Cost

Qty. 
Used

Reduced 
Cost Qty Cost

Relative 
Value

8 275$        No Data No Data No Data No Data 0 (7)$           0 (42)$        0 -$                275$       
10 275$        0 (154)$       No Data No Data No Data No Data 0 (54)$        0 -$                275$       
12 275$        0 (7)$           No Data No Data 701 -$             7 -$            707 194,487$    275$       
14 275$        0 (43)$         No Data No Data 0 (76)$         No Data No Data 0 -$                275$       
16 275$        0 (87)$         No Data No Data 0 (43)$         1,000 26$         1,000 275,000$    275$       
18 275$        1,000 6$            No Data No Data 0 -$             1,000 33$         2,000 550,000$    275$       
20 275$        457 -$             No Data No Data 1,000 29$         No Data No Data 1,457 400,727$    275$      

Total 1,457 1,701 2,007 5,164 1,420,214$ 275$       

2X4 
Econ

 A Line  P Line
Total

Consumption
Raw Material

Raw Material Consumption Report

 G Line
Consumption by Line

 C Line

 
 
Table 11:  Raw material consumption report 
 
 
The next report, shown in Table 12, has the financial summary of the lumber raw material consumed on 
each line.  The revenue is generated from the sales of all products produced by that raw material.  The 
costs, in this proof of concept module, consist of lumber costs, the hourly plant charge and lumber 
handling (stacking, packaging and shipping).  The costs can include much more detailed information in 
the full production line model.  In this case, there is a separate report for each lumber product and then a 
summary report for all products.  As Table 12 and Table 13 show, the most profit was made on Line-G. 
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Raw Material 3 2X4 #3 12 FT

Revenue A Line P Line C Line G Line Total
  Sales -$            242,025$ 2,451$        244,476$    

Costs
  Lumber -$            192,694$ 1,793$        194,487$    
  Plant Hours 0.0 54.2 0.6 54.8
  Plant Costs -$            27,084$   300$           27,383$      
  Handling -$            2,156$     19$             2,175$        
Net Revenue -$            20,091$   339$           20,429$      

Financial Reports

 
 
Table 12:  Financial Summary Report for 2x4 12’ lumber. 
 
 

Raw Material <8 All Lumber Products

Revenue A Line P Line C Line G Line Total
  Sales 534,277$ 606,607$ 742,530$    1,883,414$ 

Costs
  Lumber 400,727$ 467,694$ 551,793$    1,420,214$ 
  Plant Hours 120.0 120.0 120.0 360.0
  Plant Costs 96,000$   60,000$   60,000$      216,000$    
  Handling 3,535$     4,916$     4,264$        12,715$      
Net Revenue 34,015$   73,997$   126,473$    234,485$    

Financial Reports

 
 
Table 13:  Financial Summary Report for all lumber consumed at the plant. 
 
 
The final report shown in Table 14 is the Detailed Production Report.  This report shows the amount of 
each product produced, the total revenue for each product and the cost of producing it.  From this report it 
can be determined which are the most profitable products.  This allows companies like the lumber 
remanufacturer participating in this project to determine how to plan their production to maximize their 
profitability.  Unfortunately, since not all the costs used in this module are based on actual plant data, 
definitive conclusions on the revenue benefit are not possible at this time.  Additional data collection will 
be required.  
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Detailed Production Report
Price Handling Required Total Total Total

Number Product Thk Wid Len Per MBF Cost / MBF Production Production Revenue Cost
1 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 31" 1 4 31 320 5.00 0.0 -$             -$           
2 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 37 3/4" 1 4 37 3/4 320 5.00 0.0 -$             -$           
3 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 40" 1 4 40 320 5.00 0.8 256$        4$          
4 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 42" 1 4 42 320 5.00 0.0 -$             -$           
5 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 48" 1 4 48 320 5.00 0.0 -$             -$           
6 1X4 ECONOMY & BETTER PALLET 56" 1 4 56 320 5.00 0.0 -$             -$           
7 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 38 1/2" 1 4 38 1/2 260 5.00 7.1 1,852$     36$        
8 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 38 1/8" 1 4 38 1/8 260 5.00 6.0 1,560$     30$        
9 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 40" 1 4 40 260 5.00 38.3 9,958$     191$      

10 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 42" 1 4 42 260 5.00 19.8 5,159$     99$        
11 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 48" 1 4 48 260 5.00 0.0 -$             -$           
12 1X4 EXPENDABLE PALLET 58 1/2" 1 4 58 1/2 260 5.00 9.2 2,395$     46$        
13 1X4 UTILITY PALLET 38 1/2" 1 4 38 1/2 335 5.00 42.7 14,321$    214$      
14 1X4 UTILITY PALLET 38 1/8" 1 4 38 1/8 335 5.00 20.0 6,704$     100$      
15 1X4 UTILITY PALLET 40" 1 4 40 335 5.00 253.8 85,022$    1,269$    
16 1X4 UTILITY PALLET 42" 1 4 42 335 5.00 66.1 22,156$    331$      

Dimension

 
 
Table 14: Detailed production report 
 
 
 

9 Technology Missions 
The positive results from the production simulation of material handling solutions illustrated the need and 
potential benefit of material handling upgrades and new state-of-the-art equipment.  To assist Alberta 
value-added manufacturers with conceptualizing and identifying suppliers of this equipment, two 
extensive technology missions were planned. 
 
 
9.1 Planning 
In the initial stages of preparation for the material handling technology missions, tentative regions and 
industry sectors were identified. It was felt that the most suitable regions containing high concentrations 
and levels of industry sophistication, were located in the eastern United States/Canada and Western 
Europe.  Possible locations included Quebec, Ontario, Michigan, North Carolina, Denmark, France, 
Sweden, and Germany.  Several manufacturers of material handling systems were contacted to provide 
suggestions and feedback that could narrow down the regions most suitable for the mission. Some of the 
technology suppliers included Carbotech, Doucet Machinery, Drolet Machinery, System TM, Joulin, 
Obel-P Group, Stenlund and others. 
 
Using Forintek’s own intelligence, internet research, and phone interviews with equipment manufacturers, 
it was determined that Scandinavian countries, namely Sweden and Denmark, would be suitable 
European countries to visit. Sweden has vast spruce and pine resources and vital primary and secondary 
wood industries, while Denmark is mainly represented by a mature, sophisticated, highly automated, 
secondary industry sector.  Also, the contacted equipment suppliers in these countries have been very 
forthcoming to cooperate and help gain access to some of the most advanced plants in their countries. In 
North America, Quebec was chosen as a region with a high concentration of the secondary industry, 
particularly in the areas of furniture and cabinets.   
 
It became apparent throughout the host company qualifying stage, that it would be extremely difficult to 
gain access to any company without a local contact in these countries. Even the equipment suppliers 
themselves indicated that it is becoming increasingly difficult to bring potential competitors to 
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manufacturing plants, due to the real or perceived competition issues. It was indicated that this has been 
changing very rapidly in the last several years as the market became more global.   
 
It was determined, through the discussions with the Alberta industry, that in order to attract specific 
companies to participate, the makeup of the entire mission must be almost exclusively from their 
particular sector. Otherwise, the participants would feel that there is not enough value for them to 
participate in tours through plants producing different products than their own. Therefore, the two 
missions focused on different secondary sectors, thus not competing for the same attendees. The 
downside of this approach was the fact that it limited the number of potential companies that would be 
interested in each of the missions. 
 
The European mission was focused on wood remanufacturing and solid wood component production. The 
companies that qualified for a visit included manufacturers of building and furniture components, 
laminated products and finger-jointed components.  
 
One of the most interesting companies identified was the Martinson's Group in northern Sweden. This 
family-owned forest products company is involved in various levels of wood processing, including 
sawmilling, wood laminating, and production of pre-engineered modular glulam bridges. Contact was 
also made with Tratek - Swedish Timber Research Institute in Skelleftea, where both primary and 
secondary wood product research is conducted.  A tour of Tratek was arranged and the Tratek’s scientists 
agreed to give participants a presentation on the state of primary and secondary industry in Sweden and 
how the two sectors cooperate to ensure the global competitiveness of the Swedish wood industry.  
 
The companies that qualified in Denmark were major producers of mostly furniture components, using 
sophisticated scanning and processing technology, including the state-of-the-art material handling 
systems.  A visit was also confirmed with System TM, the European leading manufacturer of material 
handling technology, and a tour of their manufacturing facility was arranged.   
 
The Quebec mission focused on production of finished products, mostly cabinets and furniture. The 
furniture manufacturers were recruited from the area of residential and office furniture and the kitchen 
and bathroom cabinet industry. Also, a couple of window and door component companies were chosen 
for the visit in Quebec. 
 
The original plan was to conduct the European technology mission in the 3rd quarter of the fiscal year, 
around the first week of December.  The mission to companies in Quebec was planned for the 4th quarter 
of the fiscal year. 
 
 
9.2 Organization 
First announcements were emailed and faxed to the Alberta wood industry in October (see Appendix 
VII), followed up by phone calls that were completed over a period of a couple of weeks. Seven 
companies indicated interest in participation. However, before the deadline for registration for the 
European mission there was insufficient number of participants registered.  
 
Therefore, after consultation with the companies that were interested in the mission and/or registered, a 
decision was made to postpone the European mission into the 4th quarter of the fiscal year. Due to 
various reasons, it was decided that both missions could potentially occur at the same time, since they 
focused on different industry sectors. It was felt that this was possible, since the number of companies 
that would likely participate in both missions, would be limited.  Also, targeting the same dates provided 
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for more streamlined advertising and logistics of organization. A new registration deadline for both 
missions was set for January 31st.  A minimum number of participants was required for the missions to 
take place. 
 
A second announcement about both technology missions was mailed in December, along with the 
Forintek newsletter to the Alberta industry.  The mailing was sent to provide the industry with sufficient 
time to plan and register for one of the technology missions in January. 
 
The third announcement, including detailed itineraries for both missions, was emailed and faxed in early 
January to the Alberta secondary industry (See Appendix VII). Numerous follow up phone calls were 
made to selected industry contacts, to ensure adequate industry participation at the missions.  
 
Since the missions were only open to the Alberta industry, Forintek’s website was not utilized for 
advertising. However, an advertisement was placed on the Alberta Forest Products Association’s website 
www.albertaforestproducts.ca.  
 
In January, the travel arrangements were finalized with a local travel agency to ensure that a block of 
flights and hotel rooms were available up to the deadline date.  
 
 
9.3 Execution 
Despite the aggressive promotional efforts, the sufficient number of registrants was not achieved and the 
missions were regretfully cancelled in early February.  
 
The process and results were analysed and compared with Forintek’s past initiatives of this kind. Those 
who would benefit most from the material handling technology missions were smaller and medium size 
operators, for whom it is harder to justify travel expenses and time away from their operations.  It appears 
that in order for secondary manufacturers to take part in such initiatives, they would likely have to be 
assisted with the costs of the trip. It is felt that even a minimal contribution would make a difference. 
Also, the lack of participation might be reflective of the state of the secondary industry and its inability to 
invest into such initiatives due to shrinking profits in most sectors. 
 
Successful technology missions that Forintek has organized in the past have included some form of 
assistance for those companies participating to offset some of the travel costs. A breakdown for some of 
our past missions, organized in other provinces, was 70/30 and 60/40 (company’s contribution/external 
assistance). 
 
Another possibility to attract a sufficient number of participants would be to permit the marketing of 
future missions to businesses outside of Alberta. This would allow the interested Alberta companies to 
participate, even though the total number of Alberta participants would otherwise be insufficient for 
conducting the mission. Should this be combined with some sort of assistance to the Alberta secondary 
industry to offset a portion of the travel costs, the likelihood of successes would be higher. Participants 
from out of province would be charged the full cost of participation. 
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10 Limitations and Assumptions 
Production modelling is the process of developing a system, simulation or optimization, which is 
representative of real production lines and plants.  The construction of these models is based on limited 
data and information.  As such, there are differences that will naturally occur.  It is a key objective of 
modelling to ensure that these differences are small and have an insignificant effect on the results. 
 
Many assumptions and simplifications were made in the development of the simulation and optimization 
modules.  It is believed that these have been sufficiently accounted for and/or they do not have a 
significant effect on the model.  Regardless, it is important to note these differences and consider them, as 
well as the limitations, when analyzing the results and recommendations.  The general simplifications, 
assumptions and limitations are as follows: 
 

• The models are based on limited data that may not be representative of the actual plant production 
or performance 

o Model results show limited variability and as a result, there may be key unaccounted for 
factors 

o Machine, line, process and resource downtime may be over/underestimated 
o Production line configuration may vary 
o Production benchmarks are assumed to be representative of typical plant production 
o Key factors affecting production have been assumed to be accurately modeled with 

appropriate variability 
o Conveyor and some machine speeds are constant 
o Forklift capacity is constant 
o Demand is on first come first serve basis with no prioritization 
o Forklift trucks are not blocked or slowed 
o Fork lift travel speed is constant 
o There are no other demands for fork lift trucks other than production 
o At the lumber remanufacturer, finger joint blocks do not have significant effect on 

production 
o Raw materials are assumed to be in unlimited supply to production lines 
o Production variability may be due to unaccounted for effects such manpower or raw 

material shortage  
• Raw materials, parts and/or components processed on the production line, may have unaccounted 

for behaviour or effects 
o Grades may effect value, volume recovery and processing times and efficiency 
o Grade and dimension distributions may vary 

• Plant staff and resources can show a high degree of variability 
o Over/underutilized resources may have other unrecognized duties 
o Resource speed and efficiency can vary 

 
As a result, careful consideration and examination of the results should be undertaken before 
consideration is given to implementation.  Use of the information in this report is at the discretion of the 
reader. 
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11 Return on Investment 
The decision on where to invest limited maintenance and capital budgets is difficult.  Most manufacturing 
businesses have a large range of potential opportunities on which to spend this money, including new 
production machinery, scanning and quality control equipment, computers, enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems, building upgrades and general process improvements.  The difficulty is in determining 
which projects have the highest priority. 
 
Return on investment (ROI) or payback period, are means to compare projects to determine priority.  The 
return on investment, also referred to as the cost benefit ratio, is typically calculated as a ratio of the 
dollar benefit to the cost of the project.  Most wood products manufacturing businesses are expecting a 
minimum 4:1 ratio and a preferred 8:1 for capital projects. 
 
The payback period, on the other hand, is the time required for a project to recuperate it costs.  It is 
calculated by comparing the improvement cost to the improvement value and is typically given in months 
or years.  It assumes that the annual improvement value is equally divided over the 12 months of the year.  
For example, if the annual improvement were projected to be $275,000 then the monthly equivalent 
would be $22,917.  With an improvement cost of $40,000, the payback period would be approximately 2 
months.  Most wood products manufacturing businesses are expecting a better than 2 year payback on 
large projects but would prefer 6 months, particularly, on small to medium projects. 
 
In this project, the return on investment and the payback period will based on the simulated production 
improvements.  Since there are unforeseen problems in any project and to be conservative, only half of 
the projected increase will be used in the benefit calculation.  The cost of simulated improvements has 
been developed in consultation with plant staff and a Professional Engineer.   
 
 
11.1 Lumber Remanufacturer 
The calculation of the return on investment (ROI) or the potential value of the simulated production 
changes at the lumber remanufacturer uses two methodologies.  The first method focuses on the output 
from each production line.  This method uses a dollar value for FBM, pallet or m3 of finished product.  
Assuming that all of the produced volume is saleable at this price, the value of the increased product 
output is calculated.  This is then compared to the cost of the production improvements including parts, 
labour and lost production for the installation to determine a ROI.  The actual price of products is 
confidential and will not be listed here. 
 
The second method to calculate ROI uses the total annual sales of the plant.  In 2004, this was 
approximately $90 million.  In the scenarios that represent a change to the total plant output, this annual 
dollar sales is increased proportionately.  Again, assuming that all of the produced goods can be sold for 
the same prices as in 2004 and comparing this to the cost of production improvements, a ROI is 
determined. 
 
The calculation of ROI and payback using part saleable value or total annual sales is common, but not 
strictly accurate.  A true benefit calculation would require the use of profits to be compared against costs.  
In many companies, these are difficult to determine.  One means to estimate profit would be to assume a 
10% profit margin on sales.  That is, $1 million in sales would generate $100,000 in profit.  This method 
will not be used here due to lack of information. 
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Table 15 shows the estimated cost for the production improvements and the value of the simulated 
increase in production.  To be conservative, as mentioned, it is assumed that only one half of the 
simulated improvement and, as a result, one half of the potential value, is realized.  The detailed cost 
breakdowns for each of the scenarios are included in Appendix V including preliminary machine designs 
where appropriate. 
 
 
Improvement 

Scenario Description 
Improvement 

Cost 
Improvement 

Value /yr 
Return on 
Investment 

Payback 
Period 

1 Line A Only $40,000 $275,000 6.9:1 2 months 

2 Downtime $160,000 $3.5 million 21.9:1 1 month 

3 Downtime & Forklift Capacity  None N/A N/A 

4 Downtime & Line Speed $200,000 $4.5 million 22.5:1 1 month 

5 Parallel Ripsaws $750,000 $11.3 million 15:1 1 month 

6 New Ripsaw Line-R $1.95 million $18.9 million 9.7:1 2 months 

 
Table 15: Potential ROI and payback from lumber remanufacturing plant improvements 
 
 
The ROI and payback periods all show both a high return and short payback, based on a comparison with 
the part values. The values for scenario #3 have been excluded since there was no simulated benefit.  The 
ROI and payback are highest for Scenario #4 followed by 2, 5, 6 and finally #1.  This is a little 
misleading, since the changes in Scenario #1, to Line-A, are also included in the other scenarios.  The 
reason the benefit appears higher in the other scenarios is due to the other factors, such as increased line 
speed and less downtime on the other production lines.  As a result, the implementation of the production 
improvements should be Scenario #1 being implemented first, followed by 2, 4, 5 and 6. 
 
The lumber remanufacturer participating in this project has already begun improvements to their 
production lines and to reduce downtime.  Improvements to the ripsaw machine infeed system and saw 
guide design have already shown line production improvements of 20 to 40%.  The increases are now 
limited by the work speed and number of production line staff. 
 
 
11.2 Furniture Manufacturer 
The calculation of the return on investment (ROI) or the potential value of the simulated production 
changes at the furniture manufacturer uses a similar methodology as that used for the lumber 
remanufacturer.  That is, the focus is on the output from Assembly Line #1.  This method uses a saleable 
dollar value of each finished and packaged night table produced.  Assuming that all of the produced 
volume is saleable at this price, the value of the increased product output is calculated.  This is then 
compared to the cost of the production improvements, including parts, labour and lost production for 
installation, to determine a ROI.  The actual price of products is confidential and will not be listed here.  
As mentioned previously, the calculation of ROI and payback, using part saleable value is common but 
not strictly accurate, but it is the more appropriate method given the available information. 
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Table 16 shows the estimated cost for the production improvements and the value of the simulated 
increase in production.  To be conservative, as mentioned, it is assumed that only one half of the 
simulated improvement and as a result, one half of the potential value is realized.  The detailed cost 
breakdowns for each of the scenarios are included in Appendix VI including preliminary machine 
specifications where appropriate. 
 
 
Improvement 

Scenario Description 
Improvement 

Cost 
Improvement 

Value /yr 
Return on 
Investment 

Payback 
Period 

1 Increase Efficiency to 85% $15,000 $1 million 67:1 1 month 

2 Increase Work Speed by 30% $40,000 $610,000 15:1 1 month 

3 Increase Efficiency & Work speed $85,000 $2 million 24:1 1 month 

4 Layback Machine $25,000 N/A N/A N/A 

 
Table 16: Potential ROI and payback from furniture manufacturing plant improvements 
 
 
The ROI and payback periods all show both a high return and short payback based on a comparison with 
the part values. The improvement, ROI and payback for scenario #4 is not listed because no information 
on injuries or their cost was available.  It is expected that a layback machine will reduce the resource 
requirement by one.  The ROI and payback are highest for Scenario #1 followed by #3 and #2.  As a 
result, the implementation of the production improvements should be Scenario #1 being implemented 
first, followed by 2, which will accomplish scenario 3.   
 
The furniture manufacturer has begun implementation of scenario 2.  Over a 2-hour period, production 
increased by over 100% when efficiency was at 85%.  The daily production output on two lines has 
increased by an average of 9% or 74 units.  Unfortunately, the assembly output continues to be limited by 
the ability to supply raw material to the lines.  As a result, other products are now being assembled on the 
lines in order to utilize the new higher capacity. 
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12 Conclusions 
Computer manufacturing process simulation and production planning optimization modules were created 
for the Alberta value-added wood processing industry.  These modules represent common value-added 
material handling and machining processes, such as trim saw, CNC router, edge banding, chop saw 
breakout, assembly and planing.  These modules have the ability to be custom programmed with 
processing speed, statistical variability and downtime settings to match most manufacturing facilities.  In 
addition, these modules can be linked together to construct a model of an elaborate production line or 
plant. 
 
A proof of concept production planning optimization module was also created.  This module was 
designed for a remanufacturing facility with continuous production lines.  It allows manufacturing costs 
to be entered, along with lumber sizes and grades and volume recoveries.  This module allows the 
profitability of production scenarios to be identified along with the set-ups that are most cost effective and 
profitable. 
 
Application of the simulation and optimization modules in two Alberta value-added businesses, a lumber 
remanufacturer and a bedroom and occasional furniture manufacturer, have shown the potential use of 
these tools.  Many opportunities and the value of production and profitability increases from material 
handling improvements were identified. 
 
A sensitivity analysis using the simulation modules identified that the major issue at the lumber 
remanufacturing production plant was that material handling and processes at the outfeed of the 
productions lines are generally bottlenecks.  In addition, there is a heavy reliance on manual labour, 
which can cause production variability and lead to physical injury.  Six improvement scenarios were 
examined in the what-if analysis.  In one of the scenarios, which improved the material handling, machine 
operation and work methods on Line-A, a 6 to 31% improvement in product output was simulated.  If half 
of this opportunity is realized, this is projected to increase the saleable products by $275,000 per year and 
result in a 6.9:1 return on investment.  In the second scenario, where material handling and process 
improvements were focused on reducing downtime by one half and increasing line speeds by 10%, a 25% 
increase in plant production output was simulated.  If half of this opportunity is realized, this is projected 
to increase the saleable products by $4.5 million per year and result in a 22.5:1 return on investment. 
 
An analysis of the furniture manufacturer’s Assembly Line #1 showed that most resources are 
significantly under utilized and again, there is a heavy reliance on manual labour.  Four improvement 
scenarios were examined.   In one scenario, the work efficiency was increased from 57% to 85% and the 
work speed increased by 30% through material handling, work methods and process improvements.  This 
scenario projected that there could be an up to 115% increase in production line output.  If half of this 
opportunity is realized, this is projected to increase the saleable products by $2 million per year and result 
in a return on investment of 24:1. 
 
Application of the production planning optimization module at the lumber remanufacturer, on one of their 
raw lumber grades, also showed significant opportunities for improvement to material handling and 
profitability.  The analysis shows that 16 and 18-foot lengths are the most profitable in 2x4 lumber.  They 
may be not making or may even be losing money when processing shorter lengths.  Of the four 
production lines studied, Line-G appears to be the most profitable when processing 2x4 lumber.  
Improvements to material handling and other processes, reducing processing costs or increasing recovery, 
will increase the profitability of this and other products. 
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A comparison of the simulation and optimization modules results indicates the benefit of utilizing these 
two tools in unison.  The simulation modules can be utilized to improve plant production flow, output and 
efficiency, effectively reducing manufacturing costs.  The optimization modules, on the other hand, can 
be used to determine which raw materials and products are the most profitable to manufacture.  Together, 
these tools provide Alberta companies with a significant opportunity to be both a low-cost and high 
margin value-added product manufacturer.  
 
With the benefit of improvements to material handling systems established, two technology missions 
were planned for Europe and North America.  The European mission was focused on wood 
remanufacturing and solid wood component production. The companies qualifying for a visit included 
manufacturers of building and furniture components, laminated products, and finger-jointed components. 
The North American mission focused on the production of finished products, mostly cabinets and 
furniture. The furniture manufacturers were recruited from the area of residential and office furniture and 
kitchen and bathroom cabinet industry. Window and door component companies were added at the 
request of industry.  Unfortunately, after rescheduling, changing the itinerary several times to better suit 
Alberta companies and repeated reminders and encouragement, there was insufficient interest to carry out 
the missions.  It seemed to be difficult to attract key decisions makers in Alberta value-added businesses 
away from day to day production issues. 
 
 

13 Industrial Impact 
The potential return on investment of material handling solutions and the application of the simulation 
modules is significant, as noted in section 11.  These range from 6.9:1 to 67:1, based on an increase of 
saleable products ranging from $275,000 to $18.9 million per year.  Since the simulation modules and the 
knowledge developed through the material handling projects will be available to all Alberta value-added 
businesses, it is expected that a significant portion of the industry could benefit from the work.   
 
Alberta Industrial Advisors have noted that the great majority of value-added wood product 
manufacturers, that have been visited, would benefit from material handling, efficiency and other 
production improvements.  If 10% of the value-added wood processing companies in Alberta, which 
would be 60 based on the PricewaterhouseCoopers 2000 survey, took advantage of the developments and 
realized a conservative 10% increase in saleable goods, this would increase the annual sales of the 
industry by approximately $17 million per year.  This is equivalent to an approximate average increase of 
$284,000 at each of the 60 companies. 
 
The potential industry benefit could be significantly higher than this estimate since proportionally larger 
benefits have already been realized at the furniture manufacturer participating in this project.  The 
furniture manufacturer has already realized an average saleable product increase valued at approximately 
$740,000 per year, which is expected to increase significantly with further implementation of material 
handling and production improvements.  The lumber remanufacturer is currently working to implement 
production improvements and expects a minimum saleable product increase of $4.5 million per year.   
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14 Recommendations 
The production simulation and planning optimization modules developed for an Alberta lumber 
remanufacturer and bedroom and occasional furniture manufacturer demonstrated the potential benefit 
from material handling system improvements.  Work has begun at these companies to implement the 
results of this work, but much more work is needed to realize the full potential of the project findings and 
to transfer the results to other Alberta value-added businesses.  The recommendations for this are as 
follows: 
 
Lumber Remanufacturer 

• Implementation of production line improvements beginning with scenario #1 should be continued 
and completed progressing through to 2 and 4 

• Additional simulation sensitivity analysis should be undertaken before implementing scenarios #5 
and 6 to ensure that all production configurations have been accounted for 

• A full product planning optimization module should be developed at the lumber remanufacturer.  
Some background and potential improvements have already been completed and identified 
reducing the required work.  This will allow the full benefit of simulation and optimization to 
realized and compared. 

 
Furniture Manufacturer 

• Implementation of production improvement scenarios should be continued starting with #1 and 
followed then by #2 and #3 

• Raw material delivery capability to Assembly Line #1 should be checked and verified 
• Simulation of the production plant should be continued starting with completion of the assembly 

area and then moving upstream in the production process  
 
Alberta Value-Added Wood Processing Industry 

• Industrial advisors in Alberta should be trained in the use of the simulation modules so that they 
can inform the companies that they visit about the modules, their application and potential benefit 

• Workshops should be held at various locations in Alberta to demonstrate to value-added 
businesses the use and potential benefit of the simulation modules and to distribute the software 

• Modules use and model development technical support should be provided by both the Edmonton 
and Vancouver Forintek offices 

• A fund should be set-up to assist Alberta value-added companies with the development of their 
first simulation model, which is a task that requires some computer and simulation expertise and 
can be a difficult undertaking 

• A follow-up project should be undertaken to develop a full product production optimization 
system for value-added manufacturers.  This system should be designed for both continuous and 
batch processing type manufacturing plants.  A ROI similar to or better than noted in this project 
is anticipated. 
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15 Next Step 
Maximizing manufacturing efficiency is the first step in positioning a wood products company to be 
globally competitive.  This was the main objective of the two material handling projects to-date.  The next 
step in enhancing competitiveness is the decision of what products to manufacture and what raw materials 
to utilize in this process. 
 
Most value-added companies plan their production using two techniques.  These are 'make what sells' and 
'sell what is made' approach.  These are common techniques used to ensure that there is continuous 
production and sales.  The problem with this approach is that it ignores profitability and cost.  Some 
products will make a significant profit while others will be marginal and yet others will cause a loss.  For 
example, an 8-foot 2x4 can be manufactured into a potentially wide range of products including pallet 
stock, studs, cabinets and furniture.  The optimal product that could be produced will depend on a large 
range of factors such as grade and volume recovery, labour requirements, processing steps, machine costs 
etc.  The determination of the optimal product requires identification of the complex relationships 
between theses factors and their affect on production efficiency as well as profitability.  As a result, it is 
very difficult to identify the optimal product without some modeling and computational assistance. 
 
Maximizing a company's profits requires that the production and sales be appropriately balanced.  
Production planning optimization software takes into consideration fixed and variable costs, recovery and 
grade yield and then applies this information to determine the most profitable production scenarios.  A 
proof of concept module was developed in this project that showed the potential uses and benefits of this 
system.  Although, this optimization system would be an invaluable tool there are currently no 
commercial systems available.  The reason is that application of this technique to wood products 
manufacturing requires detailed knowledge of the business and manufacturing issues as well as wood 
properties, quality and yield.   
 
The Alberta Science and Research Authority should initiate a project to develop a production planning 
optimization system that has application in a wide range of Alberta value-added businesses.  The proof of 
concept system developed in this project demonstrated that this type software has the potential to generate 
substantial returns on investment and is an invaluable tool for companies making production and business 
planning decisions. 
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Appendix I 
 

Lumber Remanufacturer In-Plant Production Study Data 
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Appendix II 
 

Furniture Manufacturer In-Plant Production Study Data 
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Gluing Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Gables 12.03 0.20
Top 17.00 0.28
Total 29.03 0.48
Assembly Times (Sec) Time (Min)
One Unit 39.44 0.66
Total 39.44 0.66

Assembly to Case Clamp Conveyor 
(with no other units in the way) Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Travel Time 1 Unit 15.75 0.26
Total 15.75 0.26
Case Clamp Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Clamping Time 28.17 0.47

Time to Clamp and Move out of 
station onto main conveyor 34.85 0.58
Back Installation Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Staple Back 21.23 0.35
Hammer Top and Sides 9.07 0.15
Stable Rails 6.38 0.11
Total Time @ Station 36.86 0.61
Drawer and Hardware Bag 
Installation Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Add 2 Drawers 19.31 0.32
Get and Add Hardware Bag 5.25 0.09
Staple Hardware Bag 5.00 0.08
Add Sticker 6.54 0.11
Total Time 36.10 0.60
Inspectors Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Entire Time for 1 Unit 62.26 1.04
Total Time 62.26 1.04
Drawer Protection Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Total Time 1 Unit 11.35 0.19
Packing Times (Sec) Time (Min)
Top Sheet 8.65 0.14
Box 8.26 0.14
Add 2 Stickers 9.66 0.16
Flip Box & Unit 6.43 0.11
Total 33.00 0.55  
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Appendix III 
 

 Lumber Remanufacturer Production Scenarios Used for Validation 
Production Benchmark #1 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x6 10ft 2 x Stud 4 x Pallet Stk 2 x Pallet Stk 
Line C #3 - 2x4 18ft 

#3/U - 2x4 18ft 
2 x Stud 

2 x Pallet Stk 
4 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line G #3 – 2x4 18ft 
#3/U – 2x4 18ft 

3 x Stud   

Line P #3 – 2x10 8ft 4 x Stud 4 x 8 ft 4 x Pallet Stk 
 
Production Benchmark #2 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x4 10ft 
#3/U - 2x4 10 ft  

2 x Stud 
Pallet Stk 

3 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x4 20ft 
#3/U - 2x4 20ft 

2 x Stud 2 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line G #3/E - 2x4 16ft 
#3/U - 2x4 16ft 

1 x Stud 3 x Pallet Stk Notched 

Line P #3 - 2x10 16ft 
#3/E - 2x10 16ft 

5 x Stud 4 x 16 ft  
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Production Benchmark #3 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x4 18ft 
#3/U - 2x4 18 ft  

2 x Stud 
Pallet Stk 

5 x Pallet Stk Notched 
FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x6 18ft 
#3/E - 2x6 18ft 

2 x Stud 
Short Stud 

2 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line G #3 - 2x6 16ft 
 

1 x Stud 
Pallet Stk 

2 x Pallet Stk  

Line P #3 - 2x8 18ft 
#3/E - 2x8 18ft 

3 x Stud 2 x 18 ft  

 
Production Benchmark #4 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x6 18ft 
 

2 x Stud 
 

3 x Pallet Stk Fencing 
FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x4 8ft 
 

2 x Stud 
Pallet Stk 

2 x Pallet Stk Notched 

Line G #3 - 2x6 12ft 
Rmn - 2x6 12ft 

Stud 
 

5 x Pallet Stk  

Line P #3 - 2x10 20ft 
#3/E - 2x10 10ft 

3 x Stud 
Short Stud 

3 x 20 ft FJB 

 
 
Production Benchmark #5 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x6 8ft 
#3/E - 2x6 8ft 

2 x Stud 
 

2 x Pallet Stk FJB 
 

Line C #3 - 2x6 14ft 
 

3 x Stud 
 

3 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line G #3 - 2x4 8ft 
#3/U - 2x4 8ft 

Stud 
Pallet Stk 

4 x Pallet Stk Notched 

Line P #3 - 2x10 18ft 
#3/E - 2x10 18ft 

4 x Stud 
Short Stud 

5 x 18 ft  
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Production Benchmark #6 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x4 12ft 
#3/E - 2x4 12ft 

2 x Stud 
1 x 12 ft 

2 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x4 14ft 
#3/E - 2x4 14ft 

2 x Stud 
2 x Short Stud 

2 x Pallet Stk  

Line G #3 - 2x6 8ft 
#3/E - 2x6 8ft 

Stud 
Short Stud 

4 x Pallet Stk  

Line P #3 - 2x8 16ft 2 x Stud 
 

3 x 16 ft  

 
Production Benchmark #7 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x4 14ft 
 

2 x Stud 
3 x Pallet Stk 

3 x Pallet Stk Notched 
FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x6 8ft 
Rmn - 2x6 8ft 

2 x Stud 
 

4 x Pallet Stk  

Line G #3 - 2x6 10ft 
 

Stud 
Short Stud 

3 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line P Rmn - 2x10 16ft 
#3/E – 2x10 16ft 

5 x Stud 
 

3 x 16 ft  

 
Production Benchmark #8 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x6 14ft 
#3/E - 2x6 14ft 

2 x Stud 
 

3 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x6 12ft 
 

3 x Stud 
 

2 x Pallet Stk  

Line G #3 - 2x4 10ft 
#3/U - 2x4 10ft 

Stud 
Pallet Stk 

3 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line P #3 - 2x10 10ft 
#3/E - 2x10 10ft 

5 x Stud 
 

4 x 10 ft 2 x FJB 
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Production Benchmark #9 

 Raw Material Product 
#1 

Product 
#2 

Product 
#3 

Line A #3 - 2x4 16ft 
#3/U - 2x4 16ft 

Stud / Short 
Pallet Stk 

4 x Pallet Stk Notched 
FJB 

Line C #3 - 2x6 20ft 
#3/E – 2x6 20ft 

2 x Stud 
 

3 x Pallet Stk FJB 

Line G #3 - 2x6 8ft 
#3/E - 2x6 8ft 

Stud 
Short Stud 

4 x Pallet Stk  

Line P #3 - 2x8 18ft 
#3/E - 2x8 18ft 

3 x Stud 
 

2 x 18 ft  
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Appendix IV 
 

Furniture Manufacturer Production Scenarios Used for Validation 
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  September 2004 October 2004 

Model ID# 27 28 29 30 1 4 5 6 7 8 12 13 14 15 18 19 20 21 22 25 26 27 28 

1422                                         

1522         6   4 50           8     30       

              103   2     24               

2322                                         

3122   

29

        

        

2222 54 36 3   

        

                54   36                   

      149 1         54         102   104 53     

3422   138   51   108       42   36     107     36   

3622       72 45 107 1   74   60 26 105 59           

3728                                       

4022       92       72   36                   

                                        

4222     54       54 124 32 3 63 3 54 92   8       

4322         24   108     16                   

4422             30 24   30                   

4622     34     53       30           36       

                    30           5       

4922A       25           24         33     37   

6122         12     12               12       

7422   1   18     78     24           18       

7822A 24         29 1   53         2   24       

                                        

211-222 81 60 120   59   60 48 120   37 60 60 90 24 82 14 60 90 

231-222 43     4 44   2     1         54       22   

251-222 49   54 

24     

3222     123 30 

39   24     

          

          

      54   

4122         

          

    13     

          

66   54     

4722       31 

          

          

53       30 

  29       

9222         

60     62   

73 49 36   

                    30 54       122     47     

253-222     47               18   24                     

261-222                     16 8       45   9   27 4 59     

271-222 32     32   60 84 11   17         54                   

291-222       42   23   72 22   2 24                         

321-222   23                       17                     

334-221   45     24                           99 9 111   25   

335-221     54   17 1                     12 12   30 119 18 69 33

341-222                                                 

362-222           31     72   45     46   43   4             

Unit Produced 298 371 432 386 304 393 304 334 428 409 381 292 349 216 398 380 281 371 305 332 413 367 234 62
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  November 2004 

Model ID# 1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10 15 16 17 18 19 22 23 24 25 29 30 

1422 6                                     

1522           28 1     102                   

2222   58           25 20                     

2322     23 1                               

3122 110 19               89       3           

3222             87 66 53     26   154   1       

3422   107 37 89       89 1   2   60         90   

3622   59                     91   5         

3728               12                 23     

4022 108         17 30   37           54         

4122                             119         

4222 72     37 18       30       101 63           

4322               45 10                     

4422           48                           

4622 25 5                     1 13   12       

4722 196   2               90             21 66 

4922A         35       29                     

7422           24                           

7822A         54                             

9222 2         71 7     24 80                 

211-222   59 168   48 88 92 61   59       36 24 90   60 58 

231-222     108       30   120   90   50     27 60   123 

251-222         30   54       90             60   

261-222         29               60 34 14     24   

271-222         30 40 13       18             48   

291-222       48                 1             

321-222       54                               

334-221               28                   36 17 

335-221           4   41                     17 

341-222                                       

362-222 146   4 138 56   12   5 22       4 118 117 149   60 

Unit Produced 665 307 342 367 300 320 326 367 305 296 370 26 364 307 334 247 232 339 341 
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  December 2004 

Model ID# 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16 17 

1422 59     2                   

1522         75     2           

2222           47   1         53 

2322               1           

3122         99       57 4       

3222   156   90 12         56 5 208 104 

3422       99 3       202 6       

4022             46 1           

4222             24     54       

4722 3   7 82   1               

4922A             23             

211-222 3 61   119 114 125 59 62 107 55 188 116 215 

231-222 6   30         133   5 100     

251-222               24           

261-222             46   3         

271-222             48             

291-222               24           

334-221 7   41   1   87 32     47     

335-221 7   70                     

335-221                           

341-222                     5     

362-222   88                       

Unit Produced 85 305 148 392 304 173 333 280 369 180 345 324 372 
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Appendix V 
 

Lumber Remanufacturing Improvement Scenario Costs 
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The costs and machine designs, where appropriate, for the proposed lumber remanufacturing plant 
improvement scenarios will be presented here.  An internal labour rate including overhead of $400 per 
day is assumed.  All cost are approximate and/or were accurate at the completion of this project.  The 
engineering services of Bruce Lehmann, Thin Kerf Technologies, were employed to assist with the 
development of conceptual machine designs and to estimate costs. 
 
 
Scenario #1: Line-A Improvements 
 
The machine and equipment improvements to Line-A mainly involve upgrades to the ripsaw and notcher 
as well as improvements to the surge capacity of their infeed system.  Grader training, which should be 
performed, regularly at least every 6 months is mainly a labour cost, of which, only the first year will be 
included. 
 
Improvements to the ripsaw will include redesign of the saw and saw guides and machine infeed system 
to improve their accuracy and as a result, their reliability.  Improvements to the notcher will involve 
redesigning the infeed system to improve the singulation and feeding of boards.  The main focus is to 
prevent over and miss feeding of boards.  The surge capacity of the infeed system to the notcher and 
ripsaw should be increased and its control automated.  The surge capacity should be increased by at least 
30% to prevent downtime due to production output variation.  In addition, controls should be added to the 
system such that the ripsaw and notcher are feed as required independent of the upstream production line.  
This will reduce over feeding and when combined with a larger surge capacity, ensure more consist 
production. 
 
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Ripsaw improvements $6,000  $3,000 $10,000 

Notcher improvements $4,000  $2,000 $7,000 

Infeed capacity and automation $10,000 $3,000 $9,000 $21,000 

Grader training $3,000   $3,000 

Total $23,000 $3,000 $14,000 $40,000 
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Scenario #2: Downtime Improvements 
 
The reduction in downtime on Lines-A, P, C and G mainly involve upgrades to the ripsaw, notcher and 
singulator systems on each line.  As a result, the work will be very similar to that proposed in scenario #1.  
Other minor improvements to trimsaw and conveyor systems will also be required along with operator 
training.   
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Ripsaw improvements $22,000  $12,000 $34,000 

Notcher improvements $10,000  $6,000 $16,000 

Infeed capacity and automation $28,000 $9,000 $27,000 $64,000 

Singulators with automation $10,000 $3,000 $9,000 $22,000 

Other equipment upgrades $10,000  $5,000 $15,000 

Operator training $9,000   $9,000 

Total $89,000 $12,000 $59,000 $160,000 

 
 
Scenario #4: Downtime and Line Speed Improvements 
 
The reduction in downtime and increase in feed speeds on Lines-A, P, C and G will involve performing 
the upgrades described in scenario #2 with the additional task of increasing conveyor and other equipment 
speeds by 10% or to their maximum, which ever is lower.  In many cases, increasing line speed will 
require the straightforward task of increasing the rate of variable frequency drives while in other cases it 
may require the replacement of pulleys and belts.  More difficult will be the task of re-balancing the line 
once the speeds have been increased.  This will likely require several days of production and some trials 
to achieve. 
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Ripsaw improvements $22,000  $12,000 $34,000 

Notcher improvements $10,000  $6,000 $16,000 

Infeed capacity and automation $28,000 $9,000 $27,000 $64,000 

Singulators with automation $10,000 $3,000 $9,000 $22,000 

Line speed adjustment and balancing $30,000  $10,000 $40,000 

Other equipment upgrades $10,000  $5,000 $15,000 

Operator training $9,000   $9,000 

Total $119,000 $12,000 $69,000 $200,000 
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Scenario #5: Parallel Ripsaws with Downtime and Line Speed Improvements 
 
This scenario focuses adding ripsaws to Lines-A, C and G.  It includes the improvements made in 
scenario #4 followed by the addition of parallel ripsaws.  The addition of ripsaws will require that the 
ends of the production lines be redesigned to allow space for the additional ripsaws as well as the design 
of an automated board dealer to feed the ripsaws at high-speed.  This board dealer must be able to operate 
at 750 feet/min or faster to allow for the planned increase in line production.  In addition, the machine 
must be PLC or computer controlled such that it can rapidly divert production if one of the ripsaws should 
go down or is slower.  The conceptual design of a board dealer and its cost breakdown are included 
below. 
 
To minimize the impact on the plant production, the line upgrades should be performed individually and 
in phases.  For example, the line upgrades up to the ripsaws could be performed first.  This would be 
followed by re-arrangement of the production line in preparation for the parallel ripsaws.  The board 
dealer could then be added over the next weekend and set to divert all boards to the existing ripsaw.  
Finally, the parallel ripsaw could be added on the final weekend. 
 
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Ripsaw improvements $22,000  $12,000 $34,000 

Notcher improvements $10,000  $6,000 $16,000 

Infeed capacity and automation $28,000 $9,000 $27,000 $64,000 

Singulators with automation $10,000 $3,000 $9,000 $22,000 

Line speed adjustment and balancing $30,000  $10,000 $40,000 

Other equipment upgrades $30,000  $25,000 $55,000 

(4) Board dealers $12,000 $37,000 $83,000 $132,000 

(4) New Ripsaws $12,000  $240,000 $252,000 

Line re-arrangement $70,000  $45,000 $115,000 

Operator training $20,000   $20,000 

Total $246,000 $36,000 $470,000 $750,000 
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Cost Breakdown for a single automated board dealer: 
 

ITEM Units $ / Unit $ Total 
Pickup Roll Drive    
1HP drive motor and reducer 1 750 750 
Motor starter 1 150 150 
Misc. electical fittings/cable 1 300 300 
Stop Plate on other conveyor 1 100 100 
Drive sprockets 3 50 150 
Drive chain 1 25 25 
Pillow blocks 1" 10 45 450 
Drive wheels - with bearing in hub 2 100 200 
Drive wheels - solid hub 2 75 150 
Stop rollers 2 35 70 
Pivot shaft for stops (keyed) 1 40 40 
Misc. clevises, etc 1 200 200 
Air cylinder   (3" x 3" stroke) 2 125 250 
Air valves 2 150 300 
Air hose and fittings 1 250 250 
Steel tubing 4 x 4 x 1/4 16 28 448 
Steel tubing 2 x 3 x 1/8 40 8.5 340 
Steel FB 4 x 1/2 14 13 182 
Steel FB 2 x 1/2 3 7 21 
Lift cylinder bracket 1 50 50 
Lift crank connector:    
Wheel lift brackets incl. pivot shaft 4 100 400 
Stop arms 2 125 250 
Belt frame 1 200 200 
Belt bearings 4 50 200 
Belt drums 2 150 300 
Drive sprockets 2 50 100 
Belt 1 250 250 
Belt support 2 100 200 
Belt Tensioner 1 200 200 
Subtotal   6526 
    
Board Dealer    
Pick-up Roll Drive (PRD) 2 6526 13,052 
Contractor: PRD Welding and machining 75 hours 75 5625 
Modification to existing conveyors - Parts   500 
Automation: PLC, photo-eyes   1900 
Contractor: Programming   1500 
Modification to existing conveyors - Parts   500 
Assembly and installation 46 hours 50 2300 
Subtotal   25377 
    
Contingency (30%)   7613 
    
Total   32990 
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Scenario #6: Addition of a New Ripsaw Line-R with significant Downtime & Line Speed 
Improvements 

 
This scenario focuses moving all of the ripsaws to a new service Line-R at the same time as reducing 
downtime in the plant and increasing feed speed by 30%.  Since this scenario involves significant changes 
to the plant and it layout, estimating costs will be the most challenging. 
 
As mentioned in section 7.2.2.6, several major challenges will need to be over come in the development 
of Line-R.  The first is the development of a very high-speed board dealer capable of processing 4 to 6 
boards per second, which requires that parts be accelerated up feed speeds of 2000 feet per minute in one 
to 2 seconds.  The estimated cost and conceptual design of a potential system is shown in the table and 
drawings below.  The board dealer system uses rapid response proxe wheels to dropout boards to be 
transported to the infeed of each ripsaw. 
 
The second major development required is the design of a high-speed lumber grading system capable of 
working at line speeds of up to 1000 feet per min.  This system will require significant research and 
development to produce since the grade specifications and a method to measure them at high speed needs 
to be developed.  A proposed system utilizes crown wheels to bend boards across their width cause 
significant displacement.  Boards that are sound will remain in tact while boards with existing cracks, 
split or other structural weakness will break.  Boards with significant wane, bow and twist could cause 
problems for this and any system.  Costs and a conceptual design of the crowned rolls are shown below. 
 
The third and fourth challenges, increasing the capacity of stacking and sorting and increasing line-speeds 
should be straightforward to overcome.  Increasing the capacity of sorting and stacking could be 
accomplished with additional personnel or through the development of an automated stacking system.  
Some of this work is already underway and as a result, cost estimates will be provided but not conceptual 
designs.  Increasing line speed will required changing motors, pulleys and belts on conveyors.  On many 
machines such as the lugs chains, planer and trim saws this capability already exists and almost no 
modification will be required. 
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Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Ripsaw improvements $22,000  $12,000 $34,000 

Notcher improvements $10,000  $6,000 $16,000 

Singulators with automation $10,000 $3,000 $9,000 $22,000 

Line speed increase and balancing $90,000  $50,000 $140,000 

Other equipment upgrades $60,000  $50,000 $110,000 

Plant Layout Simulation & Optimization   $175,000  $175,000 

Plant Layout Engineering  $30,000  $30,000 

Board dealer – R & D  $100,000 $40,000 $140,000 

Board dealer – Machine $8,000 $21,000 $73,000 $102,000 

(4) New Ripsaws $12,000  $240,000 $252,000 

Automated Board Grader – R & D  $250,000 $60,000 $310,000 

(2) Automated Board Grader – Machine $20,000 $100,000 $110,000 $230,000 

Sorting & Stacking – R & D  $50,000  $50,000 

Sorting & Stacking - Conveyors & Machines $20,000  $60,000 $80,000 

Line re-arrangement $90,000  $50,000 $140,000 

Plant  Modifications (dust, electrical etc.) $20,000 $39,000 $30,000 $89,000 

Operator training $30,000   $30,000 

Total $392,000 $768,000 $790,000 $1,950,000 
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Cost Breakdown for high-speed automated board dealer: 
 

ITEM Units $ / Unit $ Total 
Landing Deck    
Motor and reducer 1 500 500 
Motor starter 1 200 200 
Variable speed control 1 1250 1250 
Belt 1 600 600 
Belt pulleys 2 250 500 
Drive pulleys 2 20 40 
Drive belts 1 25 25 
Bearings 4 70 280 
Support frame (3x3 steel tube) 50 20 1000 
Other steel 200 2 400 
Subtotal   4795 
    
Accelerator Deck    
Motor and reducer 1 500 500 
Motor starter 1 200 200 
Variable speed control 1 1250 1250 
Belt 1 600 600 
Belt pulleys 2 250 500 
Drive pulleys 2 20 40 
Drive belts 1 25 25 
Bearings 4 70 280 
Support frame (3x3 steel tube) 75 20 1500 
Other steel 200 2 400 
Subtotal   5295 
    
Carrier Conveyors    
Motor and reducer 3 500 1500 
Motor starter 3 200 600 
Variable speed control 3 1250 3750 
Belt 3 300 900 
Belt pulleys 6 250 1500 
Drive pulleys 6 20 120 
Drive belts 3 25 75 
Bearings 12 70 840 
Support frame (3x3 steel tube) 15 20 300 
Other steel 150 2 300 
Motor and reducer 3 500 1500 
Subtotal   9885 
    
Control    
Photo-eyes 12 200 2400 
Programmable controller 1 2000 2000 
Wiring and junctions 1 750 750 
Proximity probes for selector wheels 3 200 600 
Contractor: Programming Time 40 50 2000 
Subtotal   7750 
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ITEM Units $ / Unit $ Total 
Drop Sections    
Motor 3 250 750 
Reducers 6 250 1500 
Chain Sprockets 12 75 900 
Chain 6 40 240 
Electric Clutch/Brake 3 300 900 
Couplings 9 75 675 
Drive shaft (keyed) 18 4 72 
Selector wheel 6 750 4500 
Selector wheel bearings 12 75 900 
Pin stop sets (arm, cylinder & valve) 4 550 2200 
Support frame (3x3 steel tube) 40 20 800 
Other steel 200 2 400 
Knock-down bar & Squaring fingers  1 250 250 
Shute  3 750 2250 
Shute cover wheels 3 500 1500 
Outfeed conveyor pulleys 12 120 1440 
Outfeed conveyor bearings 24 75 1800 
Outfeed conveyor support 1200 2 2400 
Outfeed conveyor belt 8 300 2400 
Drive motor 4 250 1000 
Reducer 4 250 1000 
Drive pulleys 8 25 200 
Drive belt 4 25 100 
Motor starter 4 200 800 
Wiring 1 500 500 
Subtotal   29477 
    
Fabrication & Machining (contractor)    
Detail engineering 80 75 6000 
Landing frame 16 75 1200 
Accel. belt frame 16 75 1200 
Carrier belts 16 75 1200 
Drop sections 40 75 3000 
Outfeed belts 16 75 1200 
Subtotal   13800 
    
Installation    
Steel and structure 60 50 3000 
Floor prepartion (anchors, etc.) 8 50 400 
Pneumatics 8 50 400 
Electrical Service 24 50 1200 
Control wiring 24 50 1200 
Shipping and misc. 1 1260 1260 
Subtotal   7460  
    
    
Contingency (30%)   23539 
    
Total   102000 
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High-Speed Automatic Grading Machine 
Crowned Rolls 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ITEM $ / Unit $ Total 
Automatic grading Machine    
R & D   $238,000 
    
Single Machine    
Parts   $42,000 
Contractor construction   $38,000 
Internal Labour for installation   $8,900 
Sub total   $88,900 
    
    
Contingency (30%)   98,000 
    
Total   425,000 

Units 
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Appendix VI 
 

Furniture Manufacturing Improvement Scenario Costs 
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Four improvement scenarios were examined to increase the production output at the furniture 
manufacturer.  The estimated cost of the improvements and machinery where appropriate will be 
presented here.  An internal labour rate including overhead of $400 per day is assumed.  All cost are 
approximate and/or were accurate at the completion of this project.  
 
 
Scenario #1: Increase Efficiency to 85% 
 
This first scenario proposes the lowest cost improvement, which is a reduction in downtime or an increase 
in work efficiency to 85%.  As a discussed in section 10, it is assumed that saw material or parts can 
delivered to the production line to meet their increased capacity.  As a result, to implement a downtime 
improvement, the only requirement is training on the line.  To be most effective and to reduce the 
possibility of internal conflict, a 3rd party contractor should conduct the training.  The anticipated cost of 
this training is shown in the table below. 
 
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Line training $3,000 $12,000  $15,000 

Total $3,000 $12,000  $15,000 

 
 
 
Scenario #2: Increase Work Speed by 30% 
 
This second scenario proposes to increase the overall production line speed by 30%.  As discussed in 
section 7.3.2.2, most of this line speed increase can be achieved through production staff training and the 
adjustment of machine speeds.  The only areas, which will require more effort, will be the re-design and 
work method change of the glue injection station and the speed increase of he case clamp.  
 
Improving the efficiency of the glue injection station will require more extensive work methods re-
training and the purchase of a new glue gun and re-design of the work station.  Work to improve the 
speed of the case clamp will focus on reducing it cycle time and eliminating unnecessary pauses.  As 
discussed in section 7.3.2.2, it may be possible to remove the case clamp altogether if it is determined that 
it is not needed.  Again, to be most effective and to reduce the possibility of internal conflict, a 3rd party 
contractor should conduct the training.  The anticipated cost of this training and workstation re-design are 
shown in the table below. 
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Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Line training $4,000 $16,000  $20,000 

Station Ergonomic Engineering  $6,000  $6,000 

Work Station Construction & Installation $1,000 $5,000 $3,000 $9,000 

New Glue Gun $1,000   $1,000 

Case clamp $2,000  $2,000 $4,000 

Total $8,000 $27,000 $5,000 $40,000 

 
 
 
 
Scenario #3: Increase Work Speed by 30% and Efficiency to 85% 
 
This third scenario proposes to combine the benefits of scenario #1 and #2.  As a result, the cost will 
include the parts and labour described in these scenarios along with a number of additional items.  
Increasing output on the line by the simulated 115% will require a dramatic change in work culture and 
style.  As a result, it will take some time to achieve.  It is anticipated that periodic re-training will be 
required along with some re-design of workstations along the assembly line to reduce fatigue and strain.   
Again, to be most effective and to reduce the possibility of internal conflict, a 3rd party contractor should 
conduct the training.  The anticipated cost of this training and workstation re-designs are shown in the 
table below. 
 
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Line training $6,000 $24,000  $30,000 

Station Ergonomic Engineering  $6,000  $6,000 

Work Station Construction & Installation $1,000 $5,000 $3,000 $9,000 

New Glue Gun $1,000   $1,000 

Case clamp $3,000  $2,000 $5,000 

Other Station Ergonomic Engineering  $14,000  $14,000 

Other Station Construction & Installation $2,000 $12,000 $6,000 $20,000 

Total $13,000 $61,000 $11,000 $85,000 
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Scenario #4: Layback Machine 
 
This third scenario proposes to add a layback machine to the assembly line to reduce the requirement for 
heavy labour in the packaging of night tables and to reduce the requirement for resources.  Layback 
machines are supplied by Autovation, in Winnipeg, Manitoba.  This machine is straightforward in 
construction and operation with a tilt base, backstop and drive system as shown in the figure below.   
These components lay case goods on their side so that a box can be placed over the product and sealed 
without the need for lifting.  Some training in the use of the machine and the effect on the production line 
will be required.  Again, to be most effective and to reduce the possibility of internal conflict, a 3rd party 
contractor should be employed to conduct the training.  The anticipated cost of the layback machine and 
training are shown in the table below. 
 
 

Work Description Internal Labour Contractors Parts Total 

Layback Machine   $10,000 $10,000 

Shipping & Installation $3,000  $2,000 $6,000 

Assembly line changes $3,000  $2,000 $5,000 

Line training $2,000 $2,000  $4,000 

Total $8,000 $2,000 $14,000 $25,000 

 
 

 

Back Stop 

Drive System 

Tilt Base 
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Appendix VII 
 

Technology Missions Distributed Information  
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Example of Email Broadcast to Alberta Secondary Companies: 
 
 
From Feb. 26 to March 5, two groups of mission participants will be taken on trips. One 
group will tour companies throughout Quebec, while the second group will be touring 
secondary wood industry in Denmark and Sweden. 
Participants will learn about innovative solutions for efficiently handling materials and 
products in the secondary wood sector. Groups will be able to see how leading operations 
tackle material handling challenges. 
The estimated cost for each participant is $5,000 Cdn (European Mission) and $3000 
(Quebec Mission). This would include economy class airfare from Edmonton or Calgary, 
local transportation, hotel and meals. The deadline to register for both missions is 
Monday, Jan. 31, 2005. Please contact Steph Troughton either by email: 
steph@van.forintek.ca or by phone at 604-222-5663. 
 
 
Steph Troughton 
Forintek Canada Corp. 
Membership and Communications Coordinator 
2665 East Mall 
Vancouver, BC  V6T-1W5 
(604) 222-5663 
www.forintek.ca 
 
Attachments: Detailed itineraries for both missions. 



Material Handling Technology Mission 
to Quebec

February 27 Arrival to Quebec City
 
February 28 Forintek Canada Corp., tour of the lab, and kick-off presentation  www.forintek.ca
 Donat Flamand (windows and doors)  www.donatfl amand.com
 Industries de la Rive Sud (furniture)  http://www.southshore-indltd.com

March 1 Moulures Roland Boulanger (mouldings and millwork)  www.boulanger.qc.ca
 Giguère & Morin (furniture components)  www.gigueremorin.com
 Industries Perron (FJ lumber)

March 2 Armoires Fabritec Ltée (kitchen and bathroom cabinets)  www.fabritec.ca 
 Meubles Mobican Furniture Inc. (furniture)
 Groupe Lacasse (offi ce furniture)  www.groupelacasse.com

March 3 Boiseries du St-Laurent (fl ooring, mouldings and wood components) 
 Miralis (semi-custom kitchen cabinets and doors) www.miralisinc.com
 Lepage Millwork (windows and doors) www.lepagemillwork.com

March 4 Morigeau (children furniture) www.morigeau.com
 RB Tek – Teknion (offi ce furniture)
 Option Kit (RTM kitchens) www.optionkitchen.com
 Wrap up
 Individual departure

Itinerary

February 27 to March 4, 2005



Material Handling Technology Mission 
to Sweden & Denmark

February 26 Departing from Alberta to Skellefteå, Sweden

February 27 Arriving to Skelleftea

February 28  Wallmarks Sag (Laminated wood, beams, panels, FJ)
 www.wallmarks.se
 Svenska Trabroar AB (prefabricated wood bridges)
 www.trabroar.se

March 1 Brannberg Tra AB (highly automated edge gluing)
 www.brannbergtra.com 
 Martinssons Tra AB (sawmill with secondary processing)
 www.martinsonstra.se 

March 2 SP Trätek - Swedish National Testing and Research Institute
 (tour and presentation)
 
 Departing to Billund, Denmark

March 3 Bodilsen Furniture (furniture components)
 www.bodilsen.dk
 Thuka Furniture (pine furniture)
 www.thuka.dk
 
March 4 Plant visit TBA
 System TM (tour of the plant, material handling presentation)
 www.systemtm.com

March 5 Individual Return to Canada

Itinerary

February 26 to March 5, 2005



JJooiinn  FFoorriinntteekk  ffoorr  aa  MMaatteerriiaall  
HHaannddlliinngg  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  MMiissssiioonn    

 
  DDeecceemmbbeerr 66--1100,, 22000044  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WWhhyy?? 

WWhheerree??  
  

DDeennmmaarrkk  aanndd  SSoouutthheerrnn  SSwweeddeenn  
  
  

CCoosstt??  
TThhee  aapppprrooxxiimmaattee  ccoosstt  ffoorr  eeaacchh  ppaarrttiicciippaanntt
wwiillll  bbee  $$44,,550000..  TThhiiss  iinncclluuddeess  aaiirrffaarree  ffrroomm
EEddmmoonnttoonn//CCaallggaarryy,,  llooccaall  ttrraannssppoorrttaattiioonn,,  

hhootteellss,,  aanndd  mmeeaallss..  
  

 
 

HHooww  ttoo  RReeggiisstteerr??  
CCoonnttaacctt  SStteepphh  TTrroouugghhttoonn  aatt  FFoorriinntteekk  aatt  

((660044))  222222--55666633,,  bbyy  ffaaxx  aatt  ((660044))  222222--55669900
oorr  bbyy  eemmaaiill::  sstteepphhaanniiee@@vvaann..ffoorriinntteekk..ccaa  

  
TThhee  rreeggiissttrraattiioonn  ddeeaaddlliinnee  iiss  

NNOOVVEEMMBBEERR  1177,,  22000044  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MATERIAL HANDLING COSTS MONEY! 

 
A major challenge for secondary manufacturers is the efficient
handling of large numbers of small pieces. This, combined with
higher North American wage costs, increases the need for
innovative solutions that not only help manufacturers operate
efficiently, but also enables them to compete in the world arena. 

 

 

OOppppoorrttuunniittyy TToo  sseeee  ssttaattee--ooff--tthhee--aarrtt  mmaatteerriiaall  hhaannddlliinngg  aanndd
wwoooodd  pprroocceessssiinngg  eeqquuiippmmeenntt  pprroodduucceedd  bbyy
EEuurrooppeeaann  lleeaaddiinngg  eeqquuiippmmeenntt  ssuupppplliieerrss  ssuucchh  aass
SSyysstteemm  TTMM,,  aanndd  OObbeell--PP  GGrroouupp  aanndd  ootthheerrss,,  aanndd
ttoo  ttoouurr  ffaacciilliittiieess  ooff  EEuurrooppeeaann  sseeccoonnddaarryy
mmaannuuffaaccttuurreerrss  pprroodduucciinngg  pprroodduuccttss  ssuucchh  aass
eeddggee--gglluueedd  ppaanneellss,,  wwiinnddoowwss,,  aanndd  ffuurrnniittuurree..  

  

SSoommee  ooff  tthhee  ccoommppaanniieess  tthhaatt  FFoorriinntteekk’’ss  ggrroouupp  wwiillll  tteennttaattiivveellyy  vviissiitt  iinncclluuddee:: VVeelluuxx,,  wwoorrlldd  lleeaaddeerr  
iinn  wwiinnddooww  mmaannuuffaaccttuurriinngg;;  VVTTII,,  oonnee  ooff  tthhee  llaarrggeesstt  mmaannuuffaaccttuurreerrss  ooff  eeddggee--gglluueedd  ppaanneellss  ffoorr  tthhee  

ffuurrnniittuurree  iinndduussttrryy;;  BBooddiillsseenn  FFuurrnniittuurree,,  oonnee  ooff  tthhee  llaarrggeesstt  mmaannuuffaaccttuurreerrss  ooff  ffuurrnniittuurree  aanndd  
ccoommppoonneennttss  iinn  SSccaannddiinnaavviiaa..  
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